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Introduction

WE ARE offering this reprint of a series of articles on Soviet

democracy, originally published in New World Review, mth

some added upto-date material, because so many questions are directed

both to the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship and

New World Review on the question of democracy in the Soviet Union.

This material does not pretend to cover the whole field of Soviet

democracy. A complete picture would require examining this ques-

tion in connection with every area of Soviet life.
^

It does, however, take hold of the question at the most decisive

l>oint-covering the Soviet system of government and how it works,

especially in the primary organs of state power. The local Soviets are

the vehicle through which the whole people of all the 100 nationali-

ties which make up the Soviet state, living in its fifteen Union

repubhcs and their numerous autonomous republics and regions,

participate in the running of the state and in making the decisions

in the matters that affect their daily lives most closely.

We believe this pamphlet contains material not sufficiently known

to the American public generally. Years of anti-Soviet propaganda

have left a widespread impression of government by edict and a

rubber stamp parliament, which should be corrected by the facts in

this pamphlet.
.

Too often, as well, judgments about the Soviet Union are reached

on the basis of isolated instances of trials of writers and others for

anti-Soviet activities, cited as proof that the unjustified persecutions

of the Stalin era are still continuing.

But we are deeply convinced that the mass repressions of the Stalin

period are a thing of the past and can never return in the mature

sociahst society the Soviet Union has established in its over fifty years

of experience.

With certain ups and downs resulting mainly from external causes,

Soviet society has become more free and flexible today than ever

I)efore. Matters once taboo are now discussed fully and openly.

The economic reform is affecting all areas of Soviet life, and has

led in recent months to an extension of the rights and responsibilities
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of the local Soviets in the sphere of economic activities, opening up
new resources for them in the work of improving the well-being
of the people, with the direct participation of the people themselves.

The economic reform is also reflected in expanding trade-union
democracy, with the workers participating more closely than ever
in problems of management of industry, through the widespread pro-
duction conferences, and sharing directly in the distribution of the
profits accruing through more efficient management which go to no
individual, but mean better housing and social and cultural amenities
and bonuses for workers' higher production.

In science, the days of political dictation, as in the days when
Lysenko ruled the roost in genetics, are gone forever and there is

full freedom for experimentation, the struggle of opposing ideas, bold
new solutions. Here is the way this was expressed by Academician
Stanislav Strumilin, one of the USSR's leading economists:

Divergences of opinion in scientific discussions no longer frighten us, and
that is a good thing. In free debate ideas that have outlived their time
gradually fall away like dead leaves in autumn. New, creative ideas are tested
and generalized in a clash of the best minds, and scienHfic life flourishes.
When such an atmosphere is created, even experienced, inveterate dogmatists
seem to be infected by the creative spirit and awaken from their long sleep.

Even old mold produces penicilhn.

From an article in Komsomolskaya Pravda, February 16, 1968

And the world-renowned Soviet physicist. Academician Peter
Kapitsa, declared:

... an authoritative and healthy public opinion can be created only in an
atmosphere of lively and active thought, in an atmosphere of quest and pro-
ductive creation. An absolute condition for such an atmosphere is the clash
of differing opinions, the exchange of debatable ideas, discussions and disputes.
In recent years wcVe made a colossal step forward in that direction. Yet we
still conduct discussions poorly, with insufficient skill and knowledge , . .

Discussion is dialectics itself. It is in the conflict of opposites that truth
is born. ... It is absolutely obvious that the clash of different styles, manners,
and creative credos is just as useful for the development of art as is the
conflict of opinions for progress in science. Society gains from polemics and
from the frank exchange of opinions. This has been demonstrated once again
by the economics discussion in our press, which played a useful role in
preparing the party's decision on rebuilding the planning and guidance
of industry.

From an interview published in Yunost (Youth magazine), #1, 1967.

This, we believe, i§ the direction in which Soviet society is moving.

J.S.

Chapter 1

USSR GOVERl\ME]\T STRUCTURE

IT IS common practice in our country to describe the Soviet Union

as a "totalitarian" state, meaning that everything is decided at the

top and that the people in general have practically nothing to say.

Most Americans dismiss the idea that there is or can be such a thing

as Soviet democracy. Since in Soviet elections there is only one candi-

date on the ballot, without even a write-in provision, they conclude

that the voters really have no choice. They consider that when over

99 per cent of the people turn out to vote this only shows that the

whole thing is a farce, that the people simply flock to the polls like

sheep and vote as they are told. The general impression is that the

USSR Supreme Soviet is just a rubber stamp for decisions already

made by Soviet Party and Government leaders-

There is no simple answer to these questions for Americans, whose

traditions and procedures are so different. It is necessary to examine

the whole process of government in the Soviet Union from top to

bottom and to see how it functions from day to day. Only in this

way is it possible to understand the great and growing participation

of the Soviet people in deciding the questions which affect their daily

lives, even though admittedly many shortcomings still exist.

One hears and reads a great deal in the Soviet Union about the

constant growth of Soviet democracy through people's participation

in government, through the extension of people's self-government,

and through the gradual taking over of actual functions of govern-

ment by organizations of the people.

On my visits in 1961, 1964 and 1967, I have made a special effort

to see how this people's participation in government works out at the

point where it is most highly developed and most effective-the local

Soviets.

Government Structure and Elections

IT IS by studying these primary organs that the way the Soviet Gov-

ernment operates can best be understood. I shall begin by sketch-

ing the structure of government as a whole briefly, to show how the

local Soviets fit in.

The Supreme Soviet of the USSR, the Soviet Parliament, is the

highest organ of Soviet power. It holds legislative power for the coun-



try as a whole, represents the USSR in international relations is re-
sponsible for all questions of war and peace. It is important to' insert
a word about the role of the Communist Party at this point, since
there is an impression that all laws and policies emanate from the
Communist Party alone, through its Presidium, plenary sessions and its
Central Committee and its National Congresses. There is of course
no gainsaying the leading role of the Party, and its determining role in
legislation on domestic and foreign policies. But in matters of state
concern, the Party never acts alone. Most important decrees and
decisions on internal state matters are issued jointly by the Party and
the Government. '

It should be clearly understood that only the Supreme Soviet of
the USSR is empowered to make the country's laws.

Some legislation, especially on such vital matters as the successive
economic plans and the recent changes in economic management is
first considered at a plenary session of the Central Committee or full
Congress of the CPSU. What is there agreed upon, while embodying
basic policies, can, however, be no more than a draft as far as the re-
quired legislation is concerned. This is then submitted for public
discussion on the one hand, and for careful working over by the legis-
lative commission of the Supreme Soviet, taking the views of the pub-
lic into account, before a final draft is submitted to a session of the
Supreme Soviet for discussion and amendment by the deputies, after
which It is enacted into law. In recent years there has been 'much
more discussion on such matters than formerly at Supreme Soviet
sessions and amendments to proposed legislation have become more
frequent.

But a great deal of legislation is also initiated directly by the Su-
preme Soviet on the basis of proposals from its own members the
press, various organizations of the public, without prior submission
of a draft by the CPSU. For the past several years, for example, the
drafting of a new Soviet law on the family, which has been under wide
public discussion for some time, has been in the hands of a commission
of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. The recent decree modifying
divorce procedures, which will eventually be included in the final
law, was a result of these discussions. [The new law was passed in 1968 1

The Supreme Soviet of the USSR is made up of two equal houses,
the Soviet of the Union, elected from numerical constituencies
throughout the country on the basis of one deputy per 300,000 peo-
ple and the Soviet of Nationahties, in which each Union Republic
and national grouping has its own needs and interests represented
Irrespective of population, there are 32 seats for each of the fifteenUmon Republics which make up the USSR; eleven for each Autono-
mous Republic, five for each autonomous region and one for each
national area. (The number of deputies for each Union Republic
was increased from 25 to 32 in 1966 to equalize the membership in
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both houses, since the over-all increase in the Soviet population had

meant an increase in the number of deputies to the Soviet of the

Union.)

Both houses of the Supreme Soviet have equal powers in initiating

legislation and all other matters, and all laws must be passed by both

liouses, a simple majority in each being required. Each house elects

its own chairman. The chairmen of the two houses preside alter-

nately at joint sessions.
r. ,-

The Supreme Soviet, at a joint session, elects a full time Presidium,

which acts for it between sessions, and the President of the Presidium,

who is formally the Soviet head of state. The Presidium has 33 mem-

bers Beside the Chaffman, it has 15 Vice-Chairmen, one for each

Union Republic, thus further insuring the role of the Union Repub-

lics in all state affairs. It also has a Secretary and 16 Members.

The Supreme Soviet, at a joint sitting, also elects the Chairman of

the Council of Ministers of the USSR, equivalent to the Prime Minis-

ter who draws up the hst of ministers and submits it to the joint

session for confirmation. The Supreme Soviet also elects the members

of the Supreme Court of the USSR.
.

The Supreme Soviet normally holds sessions twice a year. Special

sessions may be called at the discretion of the Presidium or on demand

of any of the Union Republics.

Election Procedures

ELECTIONS to the Supreme Soviet must be held at least every

four years. Everyone over the age of 18 has the right to vote,

the only exceptions being those who have been declared legally insane

or who are serving jail sentences. Any citizen who has reached the

aee of 18 may be elected to the lower Soviets and at 23 may be elected

to the USSR Supreme Soviet. The age is 21 for election to a Union

Republic Supreme Soviet. Elections to the Soviets at all levels are

direct

Soviet electoral law provides for several candidates being nomi-

nated and standing for election as deputies in each electoral district

although in practice only one candidate is in fact finally nominated in

each constituency. . . .

The right of nomination is vested in any organization or society,

such as trade unions. Party or YCL, other youth organizations, state

enterprises, cooperatives, cultural societies, military units, groups of

workers, social organizations or meetings held in factories, collective

TndItie farms or government institutions. Anyone may challenge

or reject any name offered in nomination or offer another name

In disculsions I have held over many years I have always found

the greatest difficulty in making any local Soviet official, Government

or Party, understand our American attitude that there can be no

real freedom of choice with only one candidate on the ballot. Only



on my most recent trip, in 1964, when I found a freer and moreflexxble attxtude on all political questions than ever before a"d areadmess to discuss them without inhibitions, did I hear the Ques-tion raised by various people of the desirability of having severalcandidates on the ballot.
^ ^ ^^^^^^^

In the New York Times of March 22. 1966. Peter Grose, the paper'sMoscow correspondent, reported that Nagush K. Arutyunyan, Cha rman o the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of Armlnil, had sug-gested that government elections might be more meaningful if therewere more than one candidate for each place on the ballot He raisedthe matter at the Armenian Party Congress held earher in March inpreparation for the 23rd CPSU Congress in Moscow. Noting Ae argument that there is no need for conflicting candidates since no con-

Grose^aid-
'' '''''' '" ^^^^' ^'^ ^""t>'"'^y=^"' according to Peter

Our socialist democracy should ever work to a higher stage of developmentIn our country the people and the classes are all united. But thS^Sdoes not mean a complete homogeneity of all the opinions and fee ing ofSpeople, of their talents and energies, their methods of work and pubh^^LtLty

Vni?''f
°'''

•

'
r'^""'"'"

°^ ""^^^ '^^'i ™e candidate would in no wayviolate the unity of the yoters. It would, on the other hand increase Zrpubhc activity and interest, would raise the level of respo^s^ of thecandidates toward their electors.
^punsiDiuty ot the

While so far as I know this matter has not reached the stage ofserious consideration in Party and Government circles, it is of Ireat
interest that a question of this kind, suggesting such a drastic dfpar-ture from previous Party policy, should have been raised publicly bya leading Party and Government official.

^ ^
How Candidates Are IVominated

r£HE basic official reason always given for it not being necessary-- to have a choice of candidates is that because there are no an-tagonistic classes in the Soviet Union and no clash of contending in-erests, It is natural that the people should arrive at a unanimous
choice m their nominating meetings. At these meetings several n^meare frequently brought forward. They are names well known ^oThe
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community, and there is very full and free discussion of the qualifica-

io™s of each person proposed. Often candidates will themselves with-

raw in avor^of the candidate who appears to be most popular. These

ominat ng discussions are often quite prolonged. Very often, una

?rSty is achieved in the course of the discussion. If not, the decision

.s reached by majority vote. Sometimes other organizations. or other

meeting may endorse'the candidate put forward by the first meeting.

If dkrent candidates are proposed by different groups, then a

meeting is called of elected representatives of all the groups and or-

Tntzadons concerned in the given election district. A such me t-

fng 'here is sometimes unanimous agreement on a smgle candidate.

Otherwise the single candidate is determined by majority vote.

Delcriptions of these meetings given me by a variety of people have

been very convincing as to the open way voters speak their minds and

analyze Th qualifications of prospective candidates to perform their

dudes and look after their constituents' interests. This democratic

process probably works best in the smaller towns and villages and

electoral^districtl where all the people know each other very well. The

candidate is sometimes present and has to give an account of himself

On the other hand, I have heard of nominating meetings in large

cities where the process is more cut and dried. Fewer people may

urn out to meetings; they may, through cynicism or mdifference

"mply accept whoever is proposed without discussion. This would

nrXbly nJt be true in a factory, but might happen in some gov-

ernment'^ or academic insUtution. I have seen descriptions in both

SoTet and other sources, of nominadng meetings of a purely cere-

^ll n.tnre where people are called together merely to accept by

':^^^S:c^:aZ^s presented to them in formal speeches with

barlrand banners to create a festive atmosphere, and little room for

discussion. . ^
.

While this ceremonial type of ^^^^^^'^'^^
^'"''J'f^'^^Zf'^^^^

r.l^rP in liree cities it is by no means always like that. For example,

£ wa the casTof Mikhlil Shavrin. Chairman of a district Soviet .n

Leningrad In the 1964 elections, when he was again proposed for the

i'ffi^.5t a factory meeting, a number of the workers objected. Sev-

fa sp ake Sibed Lim as a man who often displayed callousness

and bureau rauc methods in his work and was unworthy of repre^

Lnting them. His candidacy -- ."Je^ed by majonty vo^.^
(^^^^^^^

in pamphlet Political Democracy m the USSR by <^- ^-Oisty^'' ^"

A Ardotavsky. published by USSR Embassy, London, 1965.)

The practice'^of nominating candidates and the extent o£ discussion

around Stem thus may be seen to vary g«^^ly/™-
P^f-j^^^

P^^^

•ind time to time, as is true of many other aspects of Soviet lite, ine

trendTs in he direction of more and more democratic procedures.

After tie candidate is chosen and his or her acceptance secured,

the candidacy must be approved and registered by the election com-
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mitlee set up in each district on the basis of elected representativajfrotn all leading community organizations and sroups
"P"'"™"'"™''

go™e„t__po,.ci=s an^d issues is^S-^o'n^ttrrotnotS"
The candidates have no individual campaign exoens^. All «penses connected with election meetings, ca^vfsl'^Sn, "mphlets and whatever, are met by the eovernment

^'
f'

'"""«'
Pf™-

gct» all the publicity desired, ,d ^'o^TZZZ.T^, ^'Sinformed both of the past record and future intention, of IT P
dates. A candidate is called upon to speak treoul^Z ,

.ef„,nrmed"ato:tTLt"LrLn"reltpeS^rf;;;:r

E action day is made a festive occasion throughout the countrvPeople congratulate each other as on a holiday. Youn^ people esnJ"cially voting for the first time, are made to feel the impSc oXact. In factories and construction projects new rernrrl^ ;^ ^
are chalked up for the occasion. It'isi leTfTumm n^TacSvTments, and making new plans and pledges for the futurf

^
At the po Is on election day, the voter, whether in Supreme Sovietor local elections, is handed a ballot on which the name'^of oneln-

':--4

1
Fellow
famous
Gurevo
brigade

Deputies at the Moscow Supreme Soviet: The late Yuri Gi^.n:igann,

m
<|
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didate is written for deputy to each of the one or more Soviets in-

volved or other office. (Elections may be for district, regional and

city Soviets simultaneously.) He may simply signify his consent by

putting it into the ballot box as is. He may, if he wishes, go into

a curtained booth, and vote against any candidate by crossing out his

name There is no provision for write-in votes. Any candidate re-

ceiving a majority of the votes is elected. If a candidate receives less

than a majority of the votes, he is not elected. In such an event

new nominating meetings and new elections must be held within

two weeks. (This happens most frequently in local Soviet elections.)

The voter is further protected by the right to recall any deputy

not satisfying his constituents. The procedure in case of demand for

recall is the convening of special electors' meetings by the Ispolkom

(executive committee) of the appropriate Soviet or the Presidium

of the Supreme Soviet. The decision to recall requires a majority

vote, taken by show of hands. A new election is then conducted to

replace the deputy or other office-holder recalled.

The Right of Recall

NIKOLAY PODGORNY, President of the Presidium of the Supreme

Soviet, reported at the 23rd Congress of the CPSU in June, 1966

(see Soviet Life, July, 1966) that the Soviet people were making more

demands on their deputies than ever before. He said that during the

preceding year (1965-1966) more than 350 deputies had been recalled

at all levels. While 350 may not seem a very large number out of a

total of two million deputies, it is the largest number yet reported,

and shows that this guarantee of the people's rights is real and active.

There have also been a number of cases when People s Judges

have been recalled by their electors. One such case was reported m
Soviet Weekly (June 25, 1966)

.

It happened in the village of Verkhny Kurash, in the Bashkir

Autonomous Republic. The district People's Judge, Minigaley Shara-

futdinov, refused to bring proceedings against an assistant m the

cooperative store, who had been found to have embezzled the store s

funds by associates who had the goods on him. Indignant coopera-

tive members demanded that the judge attend a meeting and explain

his action. Since he had acted in a similar arrogant manner in the

past, failing to enter other cases for trial within the time prescribed by

law,' refusing in general to report on his work to the electors as re-

quired and seldom being available to callers, the question of his re-

call was raised before the District Soviet.
.

The District Soviet's Standing Commission on questions of law

and order investigated and found the complaints against the judge

justified. Some members of the commission urged that the judge

simply be reprimanded, but the majority advised a recall. Meetings

13



were then called m the villages that made up the district. Shara

SeTdld" T."°™^ T^'"^'"^ P^^'P'^ ''^ ^'''^^ ^^' -d some

nH^ i\.^u- """' ^' discussions at all the meetings. Thejudge admitted his mistakes and asked for another chance Theconsensus of opinion, however, was that Sharafutdinov had not iusti-

had showTr? 1^ "^'i
^^\^'''' P^'''^ ^" ^^^ by the electors He

tont^nH f
7"^' '° ^^ " J"^Se, "had a rude attitude toward

Tas that n q?9 1 r':?-
"'^^'''" '° '^"^ ^^^^"- The final resultwas that 13,932 of the district's 17,628 electors voted for his recall,way over the majority required for such action.

The Supreme Soviet

JN THE elections of June 12, 1966 to the Seventh USSR Supreme

SovietTJh.lr
!'^^7„,'-^"didates were elected-767 deputies to the

SJ 44
*^,U"^°"'.750 to the Soviet of Nationalities. Of the coun-

S \ T registered voters, 99.94 per cent voted. The candi-dates for deputy to the Soviet of the Union received the votes of 99.76

date'l^ .?
the voters with 345,643 ballots marked against the candi-

Dorted hv QQ^n"
candidates to the Soviet of Nationalities were sup

S^ ^^ ? , ^
P^' ''"' °^ *^ ^°''^^' 289,298 voting against. Nocandidates failed to receive a majority of the votes

The composition of the Congress shows how close the deputies

ers' Ind .olTT'^ f *^ P'°P'" ^^ ^^^ ''''' ^^P"^-^' ^98 afe work!
ers and collective farmers; over 300 engineers; 200 agronomists and

ans and'nrnf
'^
""^'T

^""^ ^^"^^'"^"^ ^«« ^'' ^^"^ ^^e various

Partv It °"' ""^ P^°P^^ ^h° ^°rk in government, economic.
Party, trade union or Komsomol (Communist Youth Learned or-ganizations. The overwhelming majority are members of trade unionswho thus play a direct part in making the laws affecting labor, just

fnte^./''^'
''"™^'' °^^°"e«i^e farmers guarantee that their social

nterests are represented. Workers and collective farmers com^ise

onhe Union.
°^ Nationalities, 46.7 per cent of the Soviet

Of the deputies elected to the Seventh Supreme Soviet, 425 ^28per cent), were women. (In the U.S. Congressftwo out of 100 Seni-ors are women, and nine out of 435 members of the House of Repre-
sentatives, or 2 per cent of the total in both cases.) Some 200 of Aedeputies were under 30 years of age.

About two-thirds of the deputies were elected for the first timem hne with the decision of the 22nd Party Congress that fresh b^dbe «>n«tantly infused into all government and party bodies.Of the 1 517 deputies, 1,141 were Party members and candidatesthe proportion of non-Party members (24 per cent) beTng abTu;equal m both houses. The proportion of non-Party member? in thelocal Sovies is much higher than in the Supreme Soviet, sometime!reaching fifty per cent. There is a strong effort to bring forward as

H

many non-Party people as possible as deputies, forming what is desig-

nated as the "Bloc of Communists and non-Party people.

In the Soviet of Nationalities, 57 different nationalities and peoples

are represented; in the Soviet of the Union, 37.

r unique feature of the Soviet Parliament isjhat no one is paid

to beXimber of Congress. All the MPs pursue their r^Sfy^^l
or"£rofessions. Among the deputies you will find every kmd of per

soxSi^he Soviet Union. Top government leaders are depuuej and

along with them miners and textile workers, tractor drivers and beet

g owL, collective farm chairmen, leading scientists teachers and

doctors poets and cosmonauts, top academicians and herdsmen from

the Far North, and no doubt, cooks, every one of whom Lenm once

said "must learn to run the government."
, ,, „ tjcttqu i^rfrest

Among the deputies to the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR largest

of the Union Republics, is L. A. Sysoyeva, a twenty-five year old milk^

maid from the Zvenigorod State Farm in Moscow P™--- ^^^^

speech at the 23rd CPSU Congress, she -^d^^"^^^.
7?7^b" fn the

concrete suggestions on the organization of milkmaids labor, in tne

ou rof alscussion of agr:-culture. She also told -^at it meant o

her to be a deputy to the Supreme Soviet of her republic. Here

^"ansla^ed from' pJa.^a, April 5, 1966) are some of the remarks she

made:

A worker's sense of pride-that is a great feelingl Two years ago I

I was. I answered that I was a deputy to the Supreme Soviet of the RSfSK,

hand.. .
. "Very well, Mr. Lee," I said, "pk^se have a look-here they are.

"'^B^thTwif entgh either. And when we were guests of an American

fan!: t richer,4 -ked me again: "Now show us how 7- -J *J
nnv^ 1^ Russia

" So I did the evening milking for lum. And Mr. Lescner naa

toTcknoSed^^^^ £t in the Soviet u'nion Members o£ Parliament, too, know

how to milk cows. . . .

Only a very small proportion of the deputies needed fojj/^ll t^/

work on the Presidium, which acts between sessions, ^repad worker

of the Soviet. In general, deputies are paid only expenses of travel

and housing connected with attending Soviet sessions.

Deouties are required to set aside a certain number of days each

mon'^tK :Mcr;'see their constituents and ^e- th.r cornj^am^^

and requirements. The hours and place of reception «i"« ^e pubh

cized so that the people know when and where to go. It is required

15



that any factory, enterprise or other place of work make the necessary
arrangements for the deputies' release from work for the required
number of hours. Extension of periods of release for specialized work
has been under consideration recently, and no doubt something will
be done about this.

How Soviet Laws Are Made

WT-HENEVER an important piece of legislation is envisaged, as
already noted, a draft is prepared by an appropriate commis-

sion of the Supreme Soviet on the basis of proposals received from a
variety of sources. This draft is then published in the press and spread
far and wide and meetings are held everywhere from the big cities
to the smallest localities and collective farms, with milhons of people
taking part. The drafting commission takes into consideration the
suggestions and amendments sent in as a result of these nationwide
discussions, in drawing up the new draft for presentation. Further
amendments are made at the Supreme Soviet session, although these
are usually not extensive since by this time the opinions of the people
are pretty well reflected. Recent years have seen somewhat more
critical discussions at the Supreme Soviet sessions than was previously
the case. Public organizations such as trade unions, youth groups,
women's councils and others may initiate legislation.

Through these nationwide discussions on new legislation or changes
in existing legislation the government keeps in very close contact with
the wishes of the people and the people as a whole have a very real
part in the making of the laws. Such discussions took place on the
reorganization of the Machine and Tractor Stations, when new civil
and criminal codes were drawn up, when the educational reform
introduced by Khrushchev was under discussion and when it was later
modified, on the new pension law, on draft five-year plans. The
draft of the 1959-65 seven-year plan, for example, was discussed at
nearly a million meetings of over 70 million people. Many modifi-
cations and changes are introduced as a result of these discussions.
Measures are being considered to incorporate criticism and proposals
advanced during discussions even more fully. The submission of
All-Union bills for prior consideration by local Soviets is being dis-
lussed.

These public discussions amount almost to national plebiscites in
scope and opportunities for the expression of public opinion. Na-
turally no one is naive enough to suppose that there can be no
manipulation of even such widespread discussions. There are many
ways in which the official viewpoint may be presented to influence its
acceptance. But there is no doubt in my mind that the official view-
point is in itself very largely determined by the needs and wishes of
the people, that the use of coercion in imposing it has disappeared
and that more and more in recent years people are speaking out
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frankly and fearlessly against whatever they feel to be mistakes or

abuses of power and for what they consider right.

The widespread use of letters to the press for the redress of

grievances or initiation of new measures must also be mentioned.

All newspapers have special departments for this and hundreds of

thousands of citizens express themselves in this form. Whether or not

the letters are published, it is a hard and fast rule that any specific

complaint be looked into and taken care of where justified, and that

general complaints or suggestions be turned over to appropriate gov-

ernment or other organs to be taken into consideration.

EACH of the fifteen Union Republics has its own one-chamber

Supreme Soviet, with its Presidium, Council of Ministers and

Supreme Court. Each has its own Constitution and makes its own
laws on internal matters, which must, however, be in accord with the

USSR Constitution. In the Council of Ministers of the USSR there

are certain all-Union ministries dealing with the affairs of the country

as a whole. Others exist both for the USSR and for the separate re-

publics, while still others dealing with specifically local affairs, exist

only in the Union Republics. Union republics which contain autono-

mous republics and autonomous regions include representatives of

these republics and regions as vice presidents of their Supreme Soviet

presidiums. The highest organs of power in the autonomous re-

publics are similar in principle to those in the union republics.

At the base of the pyramid whose apex is the Supreme Soviet we

have in the countryside the village Soviet, above that the district

Soviet, covering a whole group of villages, and above that the regional

or territorial Soviet. The large cities are divided up into districts

which each have their own Soviets as well as being covered by the

City Soviet as a whole. And above the City Soviet is the regional

or territorial Soviet that covers both city and countryside.

During the Khrushchev period, after his policy of dividing the

Party at all lower levels into industrial sections and agricultural sec-

tions went into effect, the Soviets often followed suit. While this

worked out all right in districts that were wholly industrial or wholly

agricultural, in most areas of the country there is to one extent or

another an admixture of both, and in these places the division led to

incredible confusion, with duplication of effort in some cases and

neglect of important functions in others. From the end of 1962 to the

end of 1964 there were separate industrial and rural Soviets in two-

( birds of the regions of the USSR.

When I was in the Soviet Union in 1964 the division was still in

force, and the people's dissatisfaction with it was very apparent.

Within a month after Khrushchev's replacement, the division was

ended and the traditional unity of both Party and State administrative

structures was restored at all levels.
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Chapter 2

THE LOCAL SOVIETS

npHE local Soviets are the organs of government closest to the peo-
-• pie, concerned with everything that touches their daily lives.
Through them the people are being increasingly drawn into the work
of self-government on a volunteer basis. Today, almost one out of every
ten of the entire population or about one out of five of the adult
population of the Soviet Union does such volunteer work.

Before describing the operation of the local Soviets today, it is

important to look back and see how V. I. Lenin envisaged their de-
velopment in the very early days of the Revolution. In an article
in Izvestia on April 28, 1918, "The Immediate Tasks of the Soviet
Government," Lenin wrote:

We must work tirelessly to develop the organization of the Soviets and
the Soviet Government. There is a petty bourgeois tendency to transform
the members of the Soviets into "Members of Parliament," or into bureau-
crats. This must be combatted by drawing all the members of the Soviets
into the practical work of administradon. In many places the departments
of the Soviets are gradually becoming merged with the Commissiariats.
Our aim is to draw the u/hole of the poor into the practical work of admin-
istration, and every step that is taken in this direction—the more varied
they are, the better—should be carefully .registered, studied, systematized,
tested by wide experience and passed into law. Uur aim is to insure that
every toiler, after having finished his eight hours "lesson" in productive
labor, shall perform state duties gratis: the transition to this is a particularly
difficult one, but this transition alone can guarantee the final consolidation
of socialism.

Naturally, the novelty and diflScuIty of the change gives rise to an
abundance of steps taken, as it were gropingly, to an abundance of mis-
takes and vacillations—without this rapid progress is impossible.

It is not sufficient to be a revolutionary and an adherent of socialism,
or a communist in general. One must be able at each particular moment
to find that special link in the chain which one must grasp with all one's
might in order to hold the whole chain, and to make lasting preparations
for the transition to the next link; the order of the links, their form, the
manner in which they are linked together, their difference from each
other in the historical chain of events, are not as simple and not as sense-
less as those in an ordinary chain made by a smith.

TTie fight against the bureaucratic distortion of the Soviet organiza-
tion is made secure by the firmness of the connection between the Soviets
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and the "people," meaning by that the toilers and exploited, and by the

flexibility and elasticity of this connection. Even in the most democratic

capitalist republic in the world, the poor never regard the bourgeois par-

liament as "their own" institution. But the Soviets are "their own" and
not alien institutions to the masses of workers and peasants.

It is precisely the closeness of the Soviets to the "people," to the toil-

ers, that creates the special forms of recall and control from below which

must be most zealously developed now. For example, the Councils of

People's Education, as periodical conferences of Soviet electors and their

delegates called to discuss and control the activities of the Soviet authori-

ties in a given field, are deserving of full sympathy and support. Nothing
would be sillier than to transform the Soviets into something congealed

and self-contained. The more resolutely we now have to stand for a

ruthlessly firm government, for the dictatorship of individual persons,

in definitd processes of wor}{, in definite aspects of purely executive func-

tions, the more varied must be the forms and methods of control from be-

low in order to counteract every shadow of possibility of distorting the

Soviet power, in order repeatedly and tirelessly to weed out bureaucracy.

While this conception of the role of the Soviets has never been

abandoned, it is actually only in recent years that it has begun to be

fully realized in practice.

In the Early Bays

DURING the lifetime of Lenin, and even in the first years after

his death, the Soviets played an extremely important role as local

organs of government. They had a lot of responsibility in government

administration not only at the local level, but in considering ques-

tions of national and republic significance. In many cases it was the

Soviets which took over the actual direction of industrial enterprises,

both in the period of restoration of the limited and badly crippled

industry inherited from the old regime, and at the beginning of the

industrialization program.

In the very early days when the new society was still in its in-

fancy, the Soviets functioned under great difficulties. There was a

great lack of manpower. Throughout all the disasters of the period

of the world war, civil war, intervention, famine, typhus and other

epidemics, the ranks of the best and most politically conscious people

were decimated. The ranks of the Communists, trained in a leader-

ship role, and always first to give examples to others and to sacrifice

themselves, suffered most of all. There were far too few people avail-

able for the massive job, only tardily started, of pushing and pulling

the great backward land they inherited from the Nineteenth into

the Twentieth Century and at the same time establishing a social

structure never known on earth before.

In the villages I knew in the early twenties, when I was doing
famine relief work with the American Friends Service Committee
(Quakers) , most of the adults were still illiterate. There were very
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few people available for positions of leadership in the party and gov-
ernment. Elections under these conditions were still almost mean-
ingless, and whoever was available somehow got the administrative
posts. In these jobs one would find remarkable, devoted personali-
ties, efficient and concerned only with serving the people. But in
numerous cases the "chinovnik" type—bureaucratic, stupid, self-seek-

ing creatures right out of GogoPs Inspector General—had managed
to get hold of whatever official posts were open. They were accepted
because they were literate, if nothing else, even though barely so, and
accustomed to drawing up "AKTS." This meant writing out a deci-

sion or instructions in stilted, formal language, affixing official signa-

tures in purple ink with huge flourishes, and stamping the resulting

"dokument" with a huge seal. Whether you wanted some nails or a
j

house to live in in those early days, nothing would come of it without
an "AKT." And very often that was all that did come of it!

Among these chinovnik types there were just plain knaves or thieves
who simply wanted to use their official positions, and did, to get for
themselves whatever material things were available when there was
only enough for a very few. There were others who were merely
opportunists, ready to serve whatever regime was in power, who man-
aged to get into the ranks of the Communist Party.

It must not be forgotten that there were also counter-revolutionary
elements who managed to get hold of official posts, with the deliberate
purpose of restoring the old regime, wrecking the new one from
within before it could even get started (and afterwards as well) , sabo-
taging the world's first socialist state by messing things up in whatever
way possible to demonstrate that socialism just couldn't work.

And there were plenty of others, good honest people, who wanted
to do things right but just didn't know how, who also messed
things up.

Everything had to be done at once—the repairing of the vast dam-
age, the "liquidation of illiteracy,*' the building up of a modern, in-

dustrialized country from the beginning, not only with no help
from the outside, but with obstacles and hostile plots attempting to
prevent them at every step.

No people in history had ever faced such a gigantic job against
such unimaginable odds. There were not enough trained people to

go around. The best of them were needed on the big industrializa-

tion projects, in the new factories, the new state farms, the new electric

power plants, the new railroads. Neither was there enough proper
leadership to man the official positions in the Soviets, nor enough
people available to spread out their functions on a volunteer basis.

Thus, in those early days, the members of our relief group
came into contact with many fine people working in the Soviets and
with many quite the opposite. I can remember that at one point
in Sorochinskoye the whole Mutual Aid Committee attached to the
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Soviet, which helped in the allocation and distribution of food ra-

tions, was arrested and tried for having presented to the Quakers a

list of "dead souls" for whom rations were provided, which instead

(his little gang of thieves distributed among themselves. They were
replaced by an honest and reliable group.

I can remember that in all those early years, the word ispolkom

—that is, the executive committee of the village or town or district

or city Soviet—came to be synonymous with something bumbling,
bureaucratic, standing in the way of the people and their needs rather

than helping them out.

Ispolkom offices were thronged with people from morning until

night. Even to get to see the officials seemed an almost hopeless

task. It meant waiting around for endless hours or maybe days before

getting anyone's attention, then being sent to another department
and to another, and very likely going away empty-handed in the end.

With no materials available and skilled workmen needed in the fac-

tories, how was it possible to do major repairs on apartment build-

ings? With housing falling into ruin, with thousands o£ people

[X)uring into the towns from the countryside, with families crowded
in together in whatever decent apartments there were, there were few

whose needs could be satisfied and the majority went away grumbling.

It was a thankless task indeed to be a member of a Soviet in those

days.

As things grew better materially the Soviets began to function

better and more democratically. Yet with the forced tempo of in-

dustrialization and collectivization under the five-year plans, prob-

lems of goods and clothing and housing still unsolved, the ordinary

business of life was too difficult for people to spend much time on
the very important and desirable process of learning the art of self-

government.

As the new modern industrialized society began to rise, as edu-

cation became universal, the Soviets and their democratic functioning

were supposed to rise with it. They were given new and extended

functions under the new Constitution of 1936, which were in fact left

unrealized.

Through all this period the Soviet people were performing miracles

of growth and construction, a strong basis was being laid for the fu-

ture flowering of a socialist society.

Distortions in the Stalin Era

SIDE by side with this healthy growth, another process was taking

place, a process that had no place in a normal socialist society.

This was the outgrowth of Stalin's theory that the class struggle

sharpened with the consolidation of socialism, which contradicted

Lenin*s that it would lessen. And this was exacerbated by Stalin's

paranoia which meant building himself up to a pinnacle of omnipo-
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tence, along with an ever-growing suspicion o£ anyone who might dis-
agree even a hairsbreadth with him. This led to the designation of
thousands upon thousands o£ innocent people as "enemies of the peo-
ple" who had to be suppressed or destroyed. Their persecution re-
quired a vast pohce apparatus which grew up as a second power be-
side the power of the people's state and stunted and distorted the
growth of the latter.

The resultant excessive centralization of government adminis-
tration and growth of bureaucracy led to a sharp decline in the role
of the Soviets during this period. The local Soviets no longer had
any real responsibility for local affairs. Everything had to be checked
with higher authorities and central agencies. Local initiative was
paralyzed. This led to "stereotyped and paper-pushing modes of op-
eration" of Soviets at all levels.*

An article in Kommunist, No. 2, for 1962, in preparation for the
March 1962 elections to the Supreme Soviet, pointed out that the
flagrant offenses against Soviet law during the period of the Stalin
cult also encroached on the democratic rights of the Union Repub-
Hcs within the USSR and restricted the work of democratic institu-
tions at all levels. "Restrictions of Soviet democracy that were in-
evitable in the early days of the Revolution at the time of the struggle
against the class enemy," the article said, "were elevated by Stalin to a
regular practice." This led to hypertrophy of the executive apparatus
of government, to the belittling of the role of the Soviets as repre-
sentative mass organizations, and to depreciating Lenin's thesis of the
Soviets as schools of government.

Thus, the article charged, the Stalin cult crippled the growth
of socialist democracy, hindered the progress of the Soviet system, and
retarded the development of the initiative of the masses. "The most
important task today," said Kommunist, "is to promote the role of the
Soviets as organs of the absolute rule of the people in all spheres of
social life ... as the most representative organization of the working
people, expressing their will."

Particularly criticized in the article was the tendency during the
Stahn period for Party organizations to supplant the Soviets. The
Party, the article pointed out, should give assistance and guidance but
should never assume the functions of government or mass organiza-
tions. This point has been emphasized in many articles in leading
Soviet journals in recent years.

While the millions of the Soviet people went about theit^ work
and accomplished wonders of Socialist construction, there was at the
same time this ugly repressive power raising obstacles to their work,
stifling their initiative, hampering their progress. The tragedy was

p. L^^^ f T^^l
"Increasing the Role of the Soviets: An Immediate Task," by V Chkhikvadze IPavlov and I. Azovkm, Sovety Deputatov Trudiashchikhsia, 1965. No 8 Translatioo tTuSw I'nSovteP Socwlogy, Intexnational Arts and Sciences Press. Spring 1966 Vol fv No 4

iliat Stalin did not trust the people, even though he could utter such

beautiful phrases as "Only the people are immortal."

None of the methods used by Stalin can be condoned. Yet there

;ire two points that must never be forgotten.

One is that the essence of socialism always remained. The phrase

"only the people are immortal/' even while Stalin himself and many

;i round him were betraying it, was engraved in the hearts of the people.

Social ownership of the means of production, the foundation stone

of the socialist state, remained secure.

The other is the guilt of the outside world. While the plots

;igainst the Soviet state and- against Stalin himself, for which so many

(lied needlessly, were products of a mind growing increasingly sick

;ind continuously inflamed by sycophants and evil people around him,

there were from the beginning numerous very real plots in the capi-

talist world, using whatever allies they could find within, for the de-

struction of the world's first sociaHst state. Without the real plots

against the socialist state, the outright military efforts to destroy it, the

hostility of the whole capitalist world expressed both overtly and co-

vertly, there would have been no soil to nourish Stalin's suspicions.

During World War II and AHer

AND even despite all this, the Soviet state grew and flourished and

there was beginning to be a more solid material base and a steady

advance of education and flowering of culture. As the fascist menace

rose, the USSR made mighty efforts to establish collective security.

liut then came Munich and World War II and the invasion by Hit-

ler.

In those years the Soviet people saw vast areas laid waste and

twenty million of their people perish and a third of the industry

built over the years with sweat and tears and blood wiped out. And

in those years the Soviets like every other part of Soviet society could

have no other concern than doing their part to support the war

effort, and the extension of democracy could take no other form than

(I\e extension of the democracy of common sacrifice and common

effort.

After victory came the years of reconstruction and new beginnings

and new growth and the cold war outside to try to hold them back,

and inside an intensification of Stalin's suspicions and new repres-

sions and terrors and wild happenings like the incredible doctors'

plot, events that hampered and slowed up Soviet progress but could

never succeed in completely damming the great forward surge of .the

people.

But it was only the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU, with the

revelations about Stalin's excesses, exposing the dark secrets of the

past, ending the police state apparatus, opening up the prison camps,

that freed the people's creative initiative again.
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On the basis o£ directives of the Twentieth Congress regarding

(he need to revivify the Soviets, the CPSU Central Committee passed

a resolution in January, 1957, "On Improving the Functioning of the

Soviets of Working People's Deputies and Strengthening Their Ties

With the Masses." This resolution envisaged greater responsibihty

of the local Soviets in the work of industry, agriculture, housing,

schools, hospitals and in fact all community enterprises serving the

population. It stressed that Party committees must not interfere

Ul the functions of Government organs. Party organizations were

directed to put an end to all petty tutelage and unnecessary interfer-

ence in the work of the Soviets and insure the development of their

initiative and independence. The 22nd Party Congress and the new

l*arty program outlined even broader activities for local government,

and especially wider participation of the people in the work of the

Soviets and in people's self-government. The 23rd Congress in 1966

( onfirmed these measures and proposed to carry them further.

Meantime, a whole series of Government decrees outlined con-

< rete implementation of these measures, carried them still further

and made them the law of the land.

Volunteer Work in Soviets

THE main form of insuring the active participation of all citizens

in the running of the government naturally had to be through

I he local Soviets in both city and countryside. This meant first plac-

ing greater responsibilities on the deputies themselves, requiring

their active participation in all phases of the work of the Soviets,

and insuring their ever greater contact with the people in their dis-

tricts and their problems. They must hold regular office hours,

leport regularly to their constituents. Often Soviet sessions are held

in factories and other institutions, taking the Soviet directly to the

people. But even more important, and based on the activity of the

deputies themselves, was the drawing of vast masses of the people

into volunteer work with the Soviets, giving them an active part in

.solving the problems of their own day-to-day lives.

The extent to which this has been accomplished in the last few

years may be seen from the fact that there are at present in the

Soviet Union some 47,000 Soviets at all levels, with 2,000,000 elected

deputies. And in addition to these, there are 23,000,000 active volun-

teer workers who are an integral part of the Soviets, and this number

grows all the time.

The way in which this work is organized is this. After the deputies

(o the Soviet are elected, a general meeting of the Soviet elects an

Jspolkom (Executive Committee) of from 11 to 15 members. The

Ispolkom elects its officers-Chairman, Deputy Chairman and Secre-

lary-these probably being the only full-time, paid workers from

among the Ispolkom members. The Ispolkom is responsible for the
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Isetting up and manning of the regular departments of the Sovieti
These are similar to the Departments that would be found in any)
village, town or city council in our country, although no doubt more'
comprehensive, covering every phase of Soviet life.

They include departments of budget and finance, housing, com^
munal services, transportation, education, health, culture, welfare, in-
dustry and or agriculture, trade and so on, with others added ac-
cording to any special features or needs of the locahty.

|These departments are headed by an elected member of the Soviet,
with the appropriate quahfications, and manned by qualified staff
people, non-members of the Soviet, usually paid workers. Thus the
housing department is usually headed by an architect or construction
engineer, the education department by someone with teaching ex.
perience, the health department by a doctor and so on.

Volunteers are to some extent drawn into the work of the de-
partments of the Soviets. But the main avenue through which the
people's participation in the Soviets is effected is through the stand-
ing commissions which supplement the work of the regular Soviet
departments. Heads of these standing commissions are elected from '

among the deputies at a full meeting of the Soviet immediately fol- 1

lowmg elections. Deputies are not paid for heading the standing
'

commissions. It is part of their regular work as deputies. None of
the members of the standing commissions are paid. QuaHfied volun-
teers are drawn in to do the work. They cover fields corresponding
in the mam to the Departments of the hpolkom and coordinate their
work with them.

In order to keep these standing commissions separate from the
hpolkom and its departments, and to prevent the hpolkom members
from exerting too strong an influence on them, the regulations in
some of the constituent republics provide that none of the members
of the hpolkom can serve on the standing commissions. Other re-
pubhcs provide that members of the hpolkom may not be elected
chairman, deputy chairman or secretary of the commissions Still
others provide that deputies who are the heads of Departments of the
hpolkom may not be elected to official positions in the standing com
missions. The number of members of the commissions varies accord-
ing to local conditions and needs, usually being from five to twenty
while the voluntary "actives" of the commissions are not limited innumber ,and may vary from time to time as special projects require

The chairman and members of the standing commissions are usu
ally elected at a session of the Soviet. The deputy chairman if there
is to be one, and the secretary are elected at the first meeting of the
standing commission. In some republics, all the officers are elected
at a meeting of the full Soviet; in others all the officers are elected
by the standing commission itself.

The standing commissions consider all questions that may come up
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III the Soviet itself, as well as other questions they may raise them-

.(Ives, or that are raised by the people among whom they work. Pre-

viously, the standing commissions had the right only to recommend

iution. Since April 1962, their recommendations have become ob-

in'ntory, in some, though not yet all, of the Soviets.

The standing commissions have the responsibility of checking

on the fulfillment of all party and government decisions, on the func-

lioning of all enterprises and municipal services under the supervision

<.f the Soviet, and also of checking on the work of the departments of

(he hpolkom. They may raise the question of changing the personnel

<.l the departments if they do not do their work properly. They

have the right to call before them for questioning the head of any

<iiterprise or institution.

The standing commissions draw into their work specialists in vari-

ous fields who are employed in some institution but are prepared to

volunteer a certain amount of their time for work with the Soviet.

I'hey enlist housewives who are wiUing to give part of their time

logularly, as well as workers and collective farmers. They especially

;iitract a great many pensioners who are glad of an opportunity to

l»ursue their professions after retirement.

All afi^airs of the standing commissions are decided by a majority

vote of those present (which must usually be more than half of the

membership, although the requirement is two-thirds in some Repub-

lics) .

The official regulations require regular reports by the standing

(ommissions to the Soviet, usually quarterly. They sometimes meet

monthly, sometimes less often. Government regulations caution

ugainst too frequent meetings as detrimental to active, creative work

and emphasize that the main concern of the standing commissions

must be systematic, organizational activities with the masses of the

people at their places of work and their homes.

There is considerable variation in the effectiveness of the work

of these standing commissions between one place and another.

In the country as a whole, the operation of the standing commis-

sions has led to a very sharp decrease in the number of paid Soviet of-

ficials and civil servants generally. There have been instances where

ihe standing committees have been able to replace completely the

regular departments of the hpolkom, and to do away entirely with paid

personnel in certain fields, except for purely technical help.
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Chapter 3

CITY SOVIETS IX IRKUTSK AIVD KIEV

JJURING a visit to the Soviet Union in 1961, I found a big nation-^ wide effort already under way to enhance both the role ofXSoviets and the role of the people in them. But the work o the volun eers. of which much is now being made, was still of a rather titeJ

"n r:£r°'7^ "^^"^y,*^ ^---^ - °f ^^e whole popuStfonin the planting of trees and shrubbery, clean-up and beautificationcampaigns m the cities and similar matters.
«eautihcation

The Irkutsk City Soviet

JN JUNE. 1961, Siberia-s early springtime, I was sitting in the office

dtv offilT r"°'
°' ''^'"^^'- ""' '^'^ ''^^"^^^^ together' everalote

City oftcials to answer my questions.
I noticed on this trip that officials I met, whether city, party in-dustnal or whatever, were a new type of people. In earlfer y;ar^whjle there were many fine and ab/people in%uch jobs, Sri was

bout manfnf'S'' ^"f'^ "' ^^^ '"™^^ bureaucratic officialdomabout many of them. A certain traditional aura still clung to everyoffice per se, irrespective of the person who might be holding it Idont doubt that that type is still to be found. But in my two ripsof the sixties, officials I met were of a quite different caliber Theywere efficient, energetic, knowledgeable about all the practical aspectsof their work, and very dose to the people and the life around themMayor Ivanov of Irkutsk had the outgoing, effervescent quahTyI found in most East Siberians. He was silvery-haired though sSvery young lookxng, with bright, laughing blue eyes. A true patr oof his city, as I found all Soviet mayors to be, he spent quite aCoime singing the praises of Irkutsk and Siberia before getting do.mto my questions. ^ ^
"I was born in Kharkov," he told me, "and came here in 1939Of course I was at the front during all the war years-but Siberiahad gotten under my skm and I came right back here when the warwas over. Now I am completely acclimatized.
"I like the life here. It is stormy, impetuous, straining forward

like a race horse-this is the quality of East Siberia and i?s peopleThe people of Irkutsk have tremendous enthusiasm for their city
"

Irkutsk, with a population at the time of 381,000 people had a
City Soviet to which 449 deputies had been elected The preceding
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March, and also four District Soviets, with 900 newly elected deputies

ill together.

Getting down to the actual functioning of the Soviets, there were

the usual regular departments—health, education, housing, industrial,

(uitural, and others-with the corresponding standing commissions

headed by deputies elected at Soviet sessions and made up entirely

of volunteers (although large-scale volunteer work was not yet well

developed) . Ivanov stressed the close ties of the Soviet officials and

deputies with the people of the city.

"About once a month," Ivanov said, "every member of our Ispol

horn (Executive Committee) reports at some factory or enterprise.

Kor example, in May I made a report to the workers of the Kuibyshev

machine-building plant. On June 1st, I reported to the workers of the

Angara Hydroelectric Station. We also try to get as many rank and

(lie people from the city as possible to attend our regular Soviet

M'ssions. The people criticize us freely, we try to meet their requests

mid suggestions for improvement. We have big public meetings when-

ever new legislation is discussed. Before the new decree on the school

M'form was passed, we had public discussions to which we invited

icachers and school directors; hundreds of people took part."

Ivanov explained that most of the work of volunteers was carried

on through the District Soviets rather than the main City Soviet.

I he inhabitants of each district are organized into street and apart-

ment house committees and take part in the work of the Soviet through

these committees.

Formerly the trade departments of the District Soviets, with a

paid stafE, had the responsibility of looking after the work of the

.lores and trade organizations and keeping it up to scratch. But

..Iter sending a delegation to Sverdlovsk to study their methods, volun-

teers were now investigating the conditions in the stores, checking

lip on early supply and distribution and making recommendations

(o the proper authorities.

Beautification of the city was at that time one of the main volun-

\cer projects.

"This year," Ivanov told me, "in honor of our city's 300th anni-

versary, our people decided to plant trees and flowers on a wider scale

I ban ever. Look around the city and you will see the results! The

people do this in their spare time. Last year 130,000 trees were

1
slanted. About 400,000 man hours were given, one for each member

ui" our population! This year the people themselves have decided

i4> do about twice as much.

"Last year, five million flowering plants were planted in the city.

Iliis year millions more. Mainly we are planting cultivated flowers.

lUit we need more perennials. We've had a big argument raging about

wliy we can't bring in the wild flowers that grow in such abundance

ill the taiga. Our oldtime specialists insist they can't be adapted
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A Talk with the Deputy Mayor of Kiev
QN MY 1964 visit, I found great changes. There had been a very'^ big growth of the volunteer activity of the people in the Sovietsm the three intervening years.

ouvieis

Arrivirig in the beautiful city of Kiev on a Saturday, in late Octobermy hospitablefriends of the Ukrainian Society for FriendsW^ a^dCultural Relations with Foreign Countries arranged a visit for me withthe deputy mayor, Boris Feodorovich Yermolovich. His working day
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was already over, but he courteously agreed to stay on in his office

lor my benefit.

He was a worker type with a rough but kind face, dressed more

casually than the usual city official. His office was small and simply

.ippointed. He sat at a small desk, with a small table at right angles

(o it, where I sat with Asya, my interpreter. Lacking was the huge

official desk and the long table jutting out from it characteristic of

I he offices of most city officials, even though this was in the Ukraine*s

capital city, with a population of 1,300,000. I was rather glad that

my interview was with the deputy mayor rather than the mayor.

While all Soviet officials are hard working people, I had the impres-

sion from other interviews that the mayor himself (or herself-there

are plenty of women mayors) was often more of a ceremonial figure

while the deputy was closer to the everyday details of city adminis-

tration.

Yermolovich asked me what I wanted to know. I told him I

would like to hear from him on two things: one, the main changes

that had taken place in Kiev since my last visit in 1961 and two,

what was being done on the question of extending democracy through

the participation of the people in the work of the Soviet.

"On your first question, in these three years there have been many

c;hanges here. We have built 2.5 million square meters of housing

in that period. We have built many new schools and hospitals and a

whole new section of the subway. In general our advances have been

entirely along lines connected with improving the living conditions of

our people.

"As to your second point on the people's participation in govem-

nient, we have numerous standing commissions attached to the Soviet

through which many people work voluntarily on all sorts of questions

relating to the government of the city and their own needs.

"Any more questions?"

This was about the tersest answer I had ever received in all my
years of asking questions in the Soviet Union. I was flabbergasted.

But the interview came at the end of a long trip which had exhausted

me and my sweet interpreter Asya. And no doubt Yermolovich

had had a surfeit of visitors and would have liked to dispose of the

interview quickly. Tempted as I was to let it go at that, I had to

make one more try, so I said:

"I would like to have further details in relation to my second

<]uestion about the extension of democracy through the Soviets."

He looked at me somewhat sharply, trying to size me up. Then,

.-inparently satisfied that my question was serious, and not just idle

rourist curiosity, his expression mellowed and he opened his desk

drawer and took Out a little book. "It^s all here," he said. "I'll tell

you everything you want to know." For two hours or more he held

forth; describing the functions of all the standing commissions of the
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There are nine districts in the city of Kiev. The City Soviet hasfourteen standing commissions, in addition to its fourteen resultdepartments.* The District Soviets in general have stanSng commSsions corresponding to those of the City Soviet, according to the needsand characteristics of each district. Not all the district! need al" the
ull standing commissions, for in some cases the City Soviet commissionlooks after the needs of the city as a whole. There are in all 36 stand-ing commissions attached to the District Soviets, each with 19 or 20

are elected to these positions at sessions of the City Soviet The
deputies, themselves unpaid, draw in an unlimited number of'volun-
teers according to the needs and the number of people who are in-
erested^ Volunteers who are regularly employed elsewhere give time

tf'r" '^""''l^'^'Y^'^i-S hours. Some, like pensioners, often g"e
tull time. Many housewives give part time.

Up to 1962, these commissions had only 'the right to give adviceand make recommendations. Now their rights have been Syextended and their decisions are obhgatory for the Ispolkom. ^ ^

CommUsians on Finance, industry. Housing, Building
rpHE Commission on Budget and Finance deals with the distribution--of the city budget of 1,758,000,000 rubles. It checks up on how
It has been used Last year, for example, it found there was no^enough money allocated for the social security budget (handW
Items that do not come under trade union supervision) , so it arrangedfor the transfer of additional funds from other areas.^ The members
of this commission try to find ways to increase the income, and searchout new resources, since there are always additional requirements forthe welfare of the people of the city.

The Industrial Commission deals with municipal industry, that
IS, local industry serving the needs of the people directly. It checkson production plans, makes changes in accordance with the requestof the people always trying to make sure that all enterprises meet the

'

peoples needs more fully. Last year, for example, the comm s onrecommended that one of the clothing factories produce a la gTrproportion of clothing for children and less for adults. The commis
sion members have the right to inspect any enterprise and to invite
directors to come before them for questioning. If thev find an entPrpm^badly handled, they can insist that changes be made and if their

ers, are the mam avenue of drawing the general PuMfc inm TOlnat«r '^ornfth^thT's^^^

ircommendations are not followed, they can insist on the dismissal

ol the director or anyone in an administrative position. On this

c.mmission are competent public figures with important posts in

some economic field who volunteer a certain amount of time and also

I c tired professional people who give full time.

The Housing Commission looks after the 10.2 million square

meters of housing that is state property. It checks up on the upkeep

and repair of apartments and decides on what capital repairs are

necessary. In view of the many reports by foreign visitors of the bad

state of repair often found in Soviet apartment houses, Yermolovich s

words on this are worth quoting directly:

"Now even though this is a socialist country," he told me, and

ilierefore the welfare of the people is our most basic concern,

I must say frankly that there is often carelessness in the matter of

capital repairs both in getting them done in time and m their

(luality. The main city Housing Commission is trying to correct this

situation. It has asked the housing commissions of all the District

Soviets to pay special attention to the quality of the repairs."

This commission also has to look after small immediate repairs

and see that funds, materials and labor are provided. Here too there

has been much sloppiness and people have a hard time getting

(heir needs attended to promptly and efficiently. The commission

Hies to correct this by helping the apartment houses organize their

own repair committees made up of skilled people of different trades

-plumbers, electricians, etc.-who carry out emergency repairs on

a volunteer, mutual aid basis. The city provides whatever tools,

materials and so on that are needed.

The Building Commission looks after the actual construction

of new apartment houses, hospitals, schools, kindergartens, day nur-

series, all kinds of social institutions. Housing is at the very center

of the commission's attention. Before 1941, the city covered 4.3 mil-

lion square meters of living space. Of this, over 1 500 000 square

meters was destroyed during the Nazi occupation. That has all been

restored, which often meant complete rebuilding, and another 5

million square meters of housing and other building has been added

This commission looks after the proper use of funds and the speed

and quality of new construction. Here too there have been serious

problems in the past, when quality of building has been sacrificed

to speed and quantity. Now that emergency needs have been taken

care of, special attention is being paid to quahty.

Health, Social Security, Education

THE HEALTH and Social Security Commission has an enormous

iob helping the regular paid staff of the Soviet's corresponding

department. It helps administer the 26 per cent of the city's budget

that goes for health needs. The city has seventy-five hospitals and
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"I don't like to boast, but I believe that our House of Invalids

Is the finest in the whole Soviet Union. Specialists from all over

(he country and from many other countries as well, including the

United States, have been here to visit it. It is situated in the Belostino

Microdistrict,* a very pleasant locality, where there is much greenery."

The Commission on Public Education looks after the city s 29

.<hools, with about 250,000 pupils. Education, as everywhere in

I lie USSR, is obligatory through eight years, and there is no longer

iny ilhteracy in the Ukraine. Every fourth person in the Republic

IS a student either at a primary, secondary or higher educational

( stablishment. The commission checks up on fulfillment of the

Si hool plan, on school buildings and equipment and on the calibre

of the teaching. Last winter on the commission's insistence a new

.(hool was built in one of Kiev's microdistricts.

The commission also pays much attention to extra-curricular

work, the work of the Parent-Teacher Committees, organization of

|.roper rest and recreation for children during vacations, etc. There

-ne also in the city 28 higher educational institutions, with some

(:i,000 students, 68 technical schools, a Ukrainian Academy of Sciences

which the commission helps in various ways.

Volunteers for Beautifying Kiev and Improving Services

THE COMMISSION for Improving Park Services and Greenery . . .

We were all three getting pretty exhausted by this time. My
notes were becoming rather unintelligible, Asya's voice was only a

whisper, Yermolovich himself was growing hoarse. But now he

suddenly took on a new animation and his eyes lit up, as he said:

"Our Kiev is very fond of greeneryl We keep planting more trees

,ind shrubbery and flowers every year. We now have 76,000 hectares

of greenery, that's more than Paris, Warsaw, Moscow, Leningrad,

Home or London [or even New York, I murmured]. That means

we- have 18.5 square meters of greenery for every person, or if

we consider all the environs, we have 326 square meters per person,

I he highest in the world. The figures I have here give 8.5 square

meters per person in New York, 5.3 for London, 11 for Paris. We
have 25 big recreation parks, 174 city squares full of greenery and

(rees, as you can see, line all our streets.

"In all the new microdistricts we need much greenery, for every

new area opened up has to live up to the general amount of greenery

It) the city. In addition to looking after what we already have, the

volunteers on this commission take part in projecting new public

pnrks, new 'green masses.' Everything must be landscaped in accord-

ance with the general contours of the city. In planting new beds of

Mowers, harmonious colors must be carefully worked out; we want

nothing garish, not too formal, everything simple and beautiful.

34
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* Microdistria Is the term used in the Soviet Union for new self-sufficient housing projects

wiih their own stores, schools, hospitals, etc., so that all community services are withm easy reach

I if the residents.
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Argument .;t Zaporozhye City Soviet: Dr. Liudmila Petrova (ri^ht) adeputy, speaks of need to pave a new road Deputy Ivan Kachan FinanceDepartment head, says too much money is already being spent on roads

"All this needs a great deal of care-landscaping, agro-technical
measures, watering, weeding, tree surgery. Many specialists volunteer
their services for this commission.

';We call this our Green City of Lime and Chestnut Trees
Yo!i ve seen our chestnut trees in bloom in the spring? fOh yes I hadilWe are especially proud of our chestnut trees. Now our scientistsand tree specialists are planning to introduce some new types of
trees replacing old ones which are not attractive and only make
the city dirty with their dropping pods, with more of our Ukrainian
national tree, the chestnut. In addition to the horse chestnuts which
are merely decorative, we are also planning to plant some real
chestnut trees on the outskirts of the city. Then we must also look
after the vertical greenery on all our hills. We want every part ofour city to be decorative and beautiful. The commission calls onour landscape gardeners for help in this."

^

Next, the Commission on Trade and Public Catering This com
mission;s duty is to check on the food supplies in the city's 4,000 trade
enterprises, stores, restaurants, etc., including supplies both from
government purchases from state and collective farms and from the
collective farmer's private plots. In the past five years Kiev's trade
turnover had multiphed 27 times. The standard of living was rising,

^6

and the population was buying more TVs, refrigerators, washing

machines, pianos and other musical instruments. Efforts were being

made to bring the supplies of consumers* goods closer to the needs

of the people, and to improve service to customers in the shops.

I quote Yermolovich's own words again at this point:

"Naturally, if we could only be sure we would not have to

defend our country again ia a war and didn't have to spend so

much on arms, we would have the possibility of supplying all the

peoples' needs. You can see all around you that we are building,

building, building. We want to keep on building, to make sure

that no one will interfere with this and that all we are building

will not be destroyed again in another war."

The Commission on Transport and Communications. Yermolo-

vich's voice had grown hoarser, my poor little Asya's voice had

practically vanished, she looked at me pleadingly, but Yermolovich

kept doggedly on. We were still only at the ninth commission out

of 14! The city was growing so fast, transportation couldn't keep

up with it. This commission had to work out how many people

had to be transported each day at rush hours and other times, by

bus, street car, metro and rail. Billions of rubies in freight go through

Kiev daily by rail and truck. Additional roads needed to be built

so these could by-pass the city. A circular electric railroad is being

built around the city to ease the passenger load on other forms

of transportation. Streets need to be widened. The problems are

immense! Telephone communications must be improved. Still an-

other commission is at work on coordinating all the transportation

services.

At commission No. 11, on Communal Services to the Population,

we all collapsed. The reader will have to use his own imagination

applying the principles and practices already described, to figure

out how the remaining commissions work. The title ^'Commission

on City Planning" is self-explanatory. One of its main concerns is

to avoid air and water pollution. The Cultural Commission has

to do with all theaters, orchestras, cinema, palaces of culture, clubs

of all kinds. The Commission on Socialist Law and Legality, con^

sidered one of the most important of all, checks the work of all

administrative organs to guard against violations of Soviet law and
also checks on such peoples* organs as the Comradely Courts and
the People's Volunteer Public Order Squads.

But Boris Feodorovich, himself almost voiceless now, still had

a few things he wanted to say about his beloved city and all the

things that were being done to make it more beautiful and more
comfortable by both the government and the people themselves.

His final words, reminiscent of Miranda's "Oh Brave New World!"

in The Tempest^ were;

"This is a good city—there are wonderful people in it!"
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Chapter 4

A DISTRICT SOVIET IN MOSCOW

||/|Y LAST week back in Moscow, following the visit to Kiev and
-l-'-I its City Soviet described in the previous section, came during
preparations for the 1964 November anniversary celebration.

With the whole city involved in the festivities of this main na-
tional holiday, it was almost impossible to make appointments, so
I was especially grateful that the officials of the Leningrad District
Soviet of Moscow should take the time for an interview.

Chairman Scherbakov, courteous and handsome, received me in

the reception room of the modern District Soviet building on Lenin-

grad Chaussee. He introduced me to Comrade Shubin, first deputy
chairman; Comrade Malkova, a woman official, "Our moneybags,"
he quipped (she headed the financial department) ; Comrade Lavri-
enko, head of the Department on General Questions; and Barinova,
another woman official, chief inspector of the Soviet. Others joined
us later at the long green-baize covered table.

While coffee and cakes and fruit were pressed upon me, Com-
rade Scherbakov told the others about the work of Nezo World Review.
Then he picked up a pointer and turning to a chart of the organi-
zation of the Soviet on a stand beside him, said in a business-like

way:

"I have been told by the representative of the Friendship Com-
mittee that you are seeking information about how our District

Soviet functions, and how the people of our city take part in our
work as volunteers. Now tell us, please, what would you like to
know?"

"Everything!" I said.

"Very well, I will do my best," he said, not batting an eye. "I
shall, if you will permit be, assume the role of school teacher."

He began with a description of Leningrad District. One of
Moscow's thirteen districts, with a population of half a million, it

encompasses practically every phase of the life of the Soviet capital.

It is an industrial district, with both heavy and light industry;
a center of science and culture with many higher education and
scientific research institutes, two theaters, numerous cinemas and

clubs and other cultural institutions. It is an air and water transpor-

tation center, encompassing the Sheremetovo Airport, which links

Moscow with many foreign countries, and the Khimki Reservoir and

Northern Port of the big canal system connecting the Black and

Caspian Seas with the Baltic, through which sea-going vessels now
come to Moscow. It is a sport center, with water sports on the reservoir

and canals and indoor swimming pools, and land sports with facili-

(ies in two large stadiums, several Young Pioneers' sport grounds and

extensive park recreation zones. It is a center of new housing, with

a quarter of a million meters of new housing space already built

during the past year along with schools, kindergartens, day nurseries,

restaurants, dry cleaning establishments, beauty parlors and all sorts

of other communal services which are now a part of the new self-

contained "microdistricts."

He then gave me a detailed account of the functioning of their

District Soviet of 250 deputies, one for each 2,500 of the population.

About half of the deputies are women, and half are party members,

half non-party. It soon became apparent that in a large city like

Moscow a District Soviet is actually in charge of a whole city in

itself, so its functions differed little from that of the City Soviet

in other places I had visited. I shall repeat here only the things

I learned that add something to what I have already recorded.

Scherbakov explained the relation between the City Soviet and

the District Soviets in this way:

"The organization of the District Soviet in general follows that

of the City Soviet except that in certain cases the City Soviet has

functions lacking in the District Soviet. For example, the City Soviet

has a department dealing with the architecture and planning of

construction on a citywide scale. The District Soviet has only a

volunteer architectural and city planning committee, which finds out

the needs of the district and brings them before the City Soviet,

thus helping to coordinate the needs of the district with those of

the city as a whole/'

He went on to tell me that the City Soviet has both an Industrial

Department and an Industrial Standing Commission, because the

City Soviet has a large number of industrial enterprises under its

jurisdiction; there is no such department or commission in the District

Soviet. The Financial and Budget Department and Commission deal

with industrial enterprises in the district, because part of the turn-

over tax from state industrial enterprises goes to the district to help

finance its undertakings.

The work of the District Soviet is coordinated with that of the

City Soviet through Deputies' Councils. Formed at the first session

of the Soviets after elections, the councils are made up of seven to

twelve Deputies from both the City and District Soviets living in

a given area. All microdistricts have such Deputies' Councils, which
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deal directly with questions connected with the Hfe and work of
the people. They are also formed to serve a specific educational
area or economic unit. Through these Deputies' Councils the work
of all the District Soviet departments and standing commissions are
coordinated with that of the City Soviet.

The Deputies' Councils check up on matters of housing, trade,
restaurants, cultural and health agencies. They direct or coordinate
the work of social organizations in the area, make recommendations
on apartment allocation, help the Standing Commissions in their
organizational work, help implement the demands of the electors,
and so on. They do not act as Soviets in themselves and have no
legislative or administrative powers, only advisory functions. Yet
they seem to have considerable authority, and being directly on
^he spot manage to get a lot of things attended to.

The departments of the District Soviet, and the Standing Com-
missions described by Scherbakov, corresponded very closely with
those of the Kiev Soviet. The Departments were staffed with pro-
fessional workers, while the Standing Commissions were the main
means of involving the people directly in the work of self-government,
in a wholly volunteer capacity. Yet it was clear that there was no
hidebound organizational form, but that differences occurred from
Republic to Republic and from city to city to meet local needs.

One difference was that whereas in Kiev questions of social
Welfare and Health were combined in one Standing Commission, here
they had to have a separate one on social welfare, since there were
74,000 pensioners in the district with other problems than those of
health. About 32 million rubles were paid out to these pensioners
annually, and some received additional bonuses. One function of
the Social Welfare Commission was to give personal attention to
making sure that all pensioners received the money due to them,
the free care in sanitariums to which they were entitled, proper
housing, and other matters. But the main question for many pen-
sioners was that they wanted to go on functioning rather than to
retire. Joining the volunteer ''activ" of the Standing Commissions
offered the best solution. Here they could go on working in their
professions either full or part time in accordance with their strength-
retired doctors and nurses with the Health Commission, teachers
with the Education Commission, people of the arts with the Cultural
Commission, and the like.

The Soviet and Socialist Legality

QCHERBAKOV emphasized the importance of the Standing Com-^ mission on Socialist Law and Legality. Although the regular
People's Courts, the Procurator's office, the militia and other organi-
zations and agencies of the legal and police system do not come
directly under the supervision of the Soviet, the chairmen of the
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I People's Courts within their district must be approved by the Soviet.

It is the responsibihty of this legal commission to check mto the

operation of the courts and militia in their district and immediately

report back to the Soviet Ispolkom (Executive Committee) if they

lind any violations of Soviet law, any cases of injustice in the People s

Courts or any incorrect behavior on the part of the militia.

There are certain Administrative Committees dnectly under the

hpolkom which have limited powers, as for example caUingto

account or dismissing any house manager or other person violating

any rules of sanitation or public order. The Standing Commission

on Law checks up on the work of such Committees, reports to them

when action is needed and investigates measures taken. Complaints

may be brought to this Commission by any citizen of the District.

The Standing Commission on Socialist Law and Legality also

checks up on the work of such people's organizations as the Comradely

Courts and the People's Volunteer Public Order Squads, which now

handle cases of minor law infringement formerly taken care of by

the People's Courts and the militia. It looks into the handling ot

cases where persons found guilty of minor offenses are paroled m
the care of some public group instead of being sentenced to prison.

"In these days," Scherbakov told me, "we guard our socialist

legality like the apple of our eye. We must make sure that we never

again have the violations of laws and arbitrary arrests and punish-

ments that existed in the past. While we must protect society against

the actions of criminals, we must also protect the rights of every

Soviet citizen. The main job of course is to do away with crime

altogether, to build the kind of life for people that will make crimes

unthinkable to them."

The Work of Volunteers

LEARNED that while a great deal was being done in Moscow,

- as everywhere else, in drawing people into volunteer work (this

District Soviet had 25,000 regular volunteers) , the size of the city

and the complexity of the organization of life required that there

be some paid workers in the Standing Commissions. The Cultural

Commission, for example, acting in close contact with the Depart-

ment of Culture, had two paid workers in addition to 700 active

volunteer workers.
_ _ _ , j-

There is an immense amount of cultural activity in the district,

which has 116 Houses of Culture, clubs, cinemas, music schools and

some 75 recreation rooms. The Cultural Commission keeps an eye

on their work to make sure their needs are taken care of. The Com-

mission also cooperates with Znanye, another of the pubhc organi-

zations that has taken over work formerly handled under government

supervision. It is an outgrowth of the former "All Union Society for

the Dissemination of Knowledge." Now it's just called Knowledge
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and organizes lectures on every subject under the sun that people 1
are interested in or that government and party leaders think they
should be interested in-whether current affairs, space travel hygiene
organized hterary circles among the tenants, hbrarians who set upsome aspect of culture or, very frequently, an immediate burnine
issue like the war in Vietnam.

Special smaller volunteer councils look after many supplementary
cultural projects which are always springing up, such as organizing
exhibitions, discussion groups on some community problem or
artistic activity. It is up to the Soviet to help find premises for
such purposes. ^

There are many opportunities for amateur cultural activities in
the workers and pioneer clubs and in the schools. But there are
still many people who are not drawn in, and these supplementary
apartment house and block activities are important means of help-
ing to bring out the creative potential of some who might otherwise
stay aloof, and in providing worthwhile leisure time activities.

Questions of Culture and Recreation

TN THIS, as in other District Soviets, the Housing Commission
and the Cultural Commission cooperate in measures for culture

and recreation and use of leisure time. They work with the tenants'
committees m converting whatever area is available around the
apartment houses or in the courtyard space around which they
are built into gardens and play areas. Architects living there helpdraw up plans, artists and sculptors contribute their gifts to makine
them more attractive. Instances were cited of former teachers who
organized societies of booklovers, debating centers at libraries, special
reading circles for children and meetings of writers and readers

Artists in apartment houses in the area organize special art
classes for children, and adults too, and an opera singer helped
organize choral groups. Outside professional help was called in to
help m the development of amateur circles of various kinds The
Art Theater and the Mali Theater provided personnel to help setup drama circles, the Bolshoy Ballet company furnished teachers
for ballet circles, the Artists' Union provided teachers for art classes
In one district the Composers' Union set up a People's Music Uni-
versity. Dancing in the parks was organized for the summer months
with volunteer bands from the district.

This district possessed large stadiums and other sport facilitiesThe Sport Commission of the District Soviet also arranged for block
soccer and ice hockey teams of both young and old

There had been some sharp criticism of the young people ofMoscow for not helping enough in volunteer community activities
I myself had noticed several articles in the press urging that theKomsomols pay more attention to community activities rather than

confining themselves to the factories or other institutions on which

their organization was based. The District Soviet was working on

this problem, too.

This District Soviet felt that it was not yet ready to replace any

of the regular Soviet departments with commissions as was already

being done in some places, although there was now a tendency to

put some of the regular Ispolkom Departments themselves on a

pubHc, voluntary basis. Draft resolutions are circulated widely in

advance of meetings to insure discussion and mobilize volunteers.

''The question has already arisen," Scherbakov told me, "of

drawing more and more activists to work on a volunteer basis m
the departments as well as the commissions, which opens the way

to their merging later on. We already have many activists who come

to the departments as well as to the commissions on a regular daily

basis, arriving in the morning and spending the day, or a large

part of it. Some of them are pensioners, some housewives who haven't

regular jobs outside the home, sometimes they are workers on night

shifts who want to fill up part of the day with some other activity.

"There are some aspects of our work that people find very

exciting. For example, we have a special department examining

letters and complaints from the people which is very popular and

entirely manned by volunteers. People like to feel that they are taking

an active part in righting wrongs, the volunteers are very useful in

finding out the actual facts for us and checking on whether com-

plaints are justified and in working out what's to be done about it.

"We also have certain committees attached to the Soviets that

are neither departments or commissions, but have specialized tasks

which many activists are drawn into. There is such a committee

supervising the activities of the Comradely Courts, another supervising

the work of apartment house management and still another check-

ing the use of our housing funds and making sure there are no

injustices in the distribution."

This reminded me of an instance of such a special committee

I had seen in the beautiful little city of Sumgait, outside of Baku,

capital of Azerbaidzhan. There was a special Art Committee attached

to the Sumgait Soviet. They had nothing to do with the planning,

architecture and building of the town; their only task was to do

anything they could to add to the beauty of the town in small

ways. The Sumgait street lamps were of modern design, and unusually

decorative. When I remarked on them, I learned that one of the

members of the Art Committee had seen such lamps on a visit to

Cuba, and brought back the design to be copied for Sumgait. The

Art Committee had also seen to it that the park benches scattered

around the city were painted attractive colors and had helped in

the interior decorating of a new movie theater, the Youth Club and

other buildings.
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When I mentioned this, Scherbakov told me that similar ac-
tivities were carried on through the District Soviet's Cultural Com-

Soviets throughout the country had set up special commissions "to

flT^ T ^^f^y*l"^ that is vulgar and"^ in bad taste and tointroduce beauty into daily life/' and that this too was the purpo eof their own cultural workers.
puipu^c

The District Soviet and Housing

A GAIN AND again Scherbakov came back to the question ofhousing as the main concern of the District Soviet. The districthad three and a half million square meters of housing space 55per cent under the supervision of the Soviet, the remainder bull

pL cem'f th?r'
-P'"'' Z °*^^ ^"'^^P"^^^- «"^y =^bout oneper cent of the housing in this district was in private, individual

^ZVe7\ u"^
rather tumbledown old houses^till ;emainedTnwhat used to be the village of Khimka, where the port now isThese were being gradually demolished and the people being movedinto new house. The District Soviet always mV sure tLrnew

dZ2J"' ^^^'^y/"^, that the people agreed to move before anydemolition was undertaken. ^
The Housing Department of the Soviet had eighteen paid workerson Its staff, and they could not possibly deal with all the matter^involved m the distribution of thousands of apartments m 000new ones ready for habitation each year). So in addition to theregular staff there are 32 activists connected with the Departmemworking out of their main office and 250 others working n theapartment houses in cooperation with the management. They v£amihes personally and find out about their problems, so they\nowthe needs of the population better than the paid staff memCo^

oartmen;r\ r""'"'- ^^^ ^°"^^^^^ '"^^^dual requests forapartments, check up on conditions, record apartments that becomeavailable, and try to have them allocated to the most needy Tenants'meetings are called frequently with notices posted in advance urg^.everyone to come and to make known their complaints and suggestfons^
_

Among other ways in which this and other District Sovktsm Moscow helped look after the tenants' needs and to encourajevolunteers activities of the tenants themselves, was to arrange haa certain percentage of the money received in rent be Sed inthe hands of the tenants' committees for the speciaT ne ds^ of the"housing units or blocks. When this was not sufficient, they or thetenants found additional funds, by arranging exhibit or per ormances and charging a small entrance fee for example
^

Art exhibits were a favorite way of doing this One ni^rht whenwe were strolling around Moscow we saw a huge crowd supineinto an apartment house. We discovered that this v^lthJ^Z

I

i

uight of an exhibit arranged by several young artists m the area.

The crowd was too great for us to get in, and they were in process

of closing the exhibit in any case. From comments we heard and

tantahzing glimpses through the windows, we gathered that some

of the work shown, both in sculpture and painting, was of the

abstract kind frowned on by the authorities. There were hot argu-

ments going on among the partisans and the critics of avant garde

art, but there had been no official interference with the holding

of such an exhibition.

Deputy Chairman Shubin said he would like to add something

on the kind of mutual aid the people were engaged in, in matters

which they formerly had to refer to the apartment house manage-

ment or the corresponding Department of the Soviet, often involving

much red tape and delay. It appeared that the system here was

similar to that in Kiev described previously. Capital repairs were

taken care of through the Soviet.

"But for smaller problems," Shubin said, "we have about 500

'repair druzhini' (volunteer work squads would be the best trans-

lation, not of course to be confused widi the people's volunteer pubHc

order ' squads, which are also called druzhini) .
These groups of

'repair druzhini' are formed by the tenants themselves. Skilled

workers of various specialties volunteer at a general tenants meeting

and form the druzhini who do the repairs for the tenants. They look

after keeping plumbing, heating, water supply, electricity and so

on in order. Each member gives about five hours of volunteer work

monthly. The principle is 'Scratch my back and I'll scratch yoursl'

For example, a plasterer will help an electrician and another day

the plasterer will need the electrician. A painter may help a plumber

and vice versa. Instruments, tools, building materials, parts and

equipment are all guaranteed by the Soviet. But the labor itself

is given freely.

"Professional people also take part in this mutual aid. Doctors

volunteer for duty for certain hours in the Red Corners (apartment

house clubs), examine patients for minor ailments in their spare

-time, either applying the immediate remedy or arranging for a

trip \o a clinic or hospital if necessary. A special Volunteer Medical

Council of experienced doctors and medical scientists assists our

Health Department, conducts courses.

"Actors and musicians give their services for an evening of

entertainment-everyone contributes something of his own special

skills or gifts.
. r , . ^ ^ .

"Our Soviet was saved tens of thousands of rubles through such

volunteer work. And the people were saved the frustration of end-

less calls to the management or the Soviet and endless waiting

before things got done.

"But the material side, the economy, is only part of it. Such
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measures are also an important means of Communist educatioi
of mcreasmg the spirit of mutual aid among the people. Many ne^
friendships are made in this way.

"Another aspect of all this is that when the tenants repaid,
thmgs with their own hands, they become more careful and keep
things in better condition than when they depend on some anony-
mous person outside. They develop pride of workmanship. They do
not want to be bawled out by their neighbors for sloppy work.

"This work is all done on an organized basis. The chief engineer
and technician of the house management keep track of what needs
to be done and where and when and by whom. All those who par-
ticipate keep careful record of the time spent, the materials used,
and so on. These few hours given each month do not appear to
be too great burden on anyone. And it is really very heartening
to see the amount of pubhc spirit generated in this way."

Children Are Very Important People

T AVRIENKO, a woman official, told of work with children:
•^-^ "We also have some kindergartens that are run on a volunteer
basis. In general we try to provide kindergartens for all children
whose mothers want them, but still only about 20 to 25 per cent
of our children are taken care of in regular kindergartens. Some
of our mothers, strange as it may seem in this day and age, still
prefer the 'nanny' system. If the wife's mother or mother-in-law' lives
with them-and that's too often the case-the mother will often
depend on granny to take care of the child. But there are always
mothers who find difficulty in getting their children into kindergartens
because there are not enough places. So when we learn that there
isn't enough kindergarten space, our first job is to try to get more
kindergartens built. Meantime, we bridge the gap by finding the
necessary premises through the Soviet and our Standing Commissions
help us find volunteer nurses, cooks and attendants. These volunteers
are usually pensioners, housewives, retired doctors and nurses."

Might not this mean, I asked, that there would be too elderly
a group in charge of the children?

"Oh no," she answered, "we are very careful about that First
we make sure that personnel in the kindergarten are fond of children
and experienced in working with them. Then we always have on
the staff, doing practice work under the supervision of the older
people, students of the pedagogical or medical or musical institutes-
for music is one of the most important things in working with chil
dren. Don't worry, there are always plenty of young people aroundl

"For example the first voluntary nursery school, on 2nd Peschan
naya Street was organized by Vera Lavrova, a pensioned teacher
Fifty-seven students of the Lenin Teachers' Institute do practice work
there regularly on a rotation system. The children are taught music

(lie rudiments of English. A doctor living in the same block of

apartments looks after their health. The tenants on the block have

seen to it that the walls are attractively papered, and furniture

provided and kept in repair. Older children from the neighborhood

make the toys and some of the equipment in their school shop.

"In general," she went on, "we do a great deal of work both

lor the children and the young people of our district. To us they

,ne very important people. We have, for example, a special 'children's

liighway' in our district, which no one else may use. The children

love it! We have specially built small cars which they are taught

(o drive by well quahfied instructors, and when they pass all the

necessary tests-which are very strict, as with all our drivers-they

loceive 'young drivers' licenses."

Lavrienko explained to me that this project, taken care of by

ilie Young Pioneers, was run entirely by the pupils of the fifth to

seventh grades, under adult supervision, but with children carrying

I lie main responsibility. It had been found that special interest

m technical matters and die craze about auto driving is practically

universal among children of 12-14. Later, there begins to be a

differentiation of interest. But knowledge of cars and their motors

is useful no matter what they do, and this practice helps in carrying

out the principles of polytechnical education.

Training classes for the children are held in a special building,

,ind the cars, garages and all the necessary equipment are provided

by the Soviet. The children learn all about the motor and its care,

the construction of the automobile and how to drive and repair it.

Models o£ the whole mechanism are provided for them to learn on.

They are also taught traffic rules. On the children's highway actual

traffic conditions are simulated while all necessary measures are

taken to insure the children's safety. The children also direct

u-affic. They hold administrative positions as chief of the project,

chief of the garage, chief of servicing and repair. A children's council,

with adult advisors, is in overall charge.

"Children need heroes, people to look up to. So we make a

special point of finding out people who are doing especially interest-

ing things who live in our district, and putting the children in

touch with them. We always get wonderful cooperation from such

people. It is a big thrill to the children to find out that some im-

portant writer or artist or explorer or spaceman like Gagarin is a

next door neighborl"

THE officials of this Moscow District Soviet, as all the others I had

interviewed, emphasized the importance of maintaining close

contacts between the deputies and their electors. During election cam-

paigns the voters are requested to submit their suggestions and com-

plaints to the district election commissioners.
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Voters are encouraged to bring their complaints and requests to
the deputies at all times. But a special point is made of bringing their
needs before the candidates for deputies in the election period.

The voters' requests and complaints are printed in a booklet of
which every deputy has a copy, since all must share the responsibility
of carrying out the will of the voters. In addition, a special inspection
team set up under the Ispolkom (Executive Committee) supervises the
fulfilment of the voters' requests and checks up on whether they have
been properly taken care of. Mme. Barinova, who had been introduced
at the beginning of our interview as "chief inspector" of the District
Soviet, was the head of this inspection group. She presented me with
one of the deputies* booklets.

The booklet, published by the Ispolkom of the District Soviet,
contained the complete plan of "measures for fulfilling the mandate
of the electors," in the March 3, 1963 elections, and the text of the
decision of the Ispolkom ratifying the measures to be taken. The
Decision, dated April 10, 1963, enjoined the heads of all departments
and all officials of the District Soviet to follow through on all the
measures indicated.

tiotv the Voters^ Mandates Are FiafiUed

pACH page contained five columns, headed: 1. Mandates and Sug-
-*-^ gestions of voters; 2. Measures Proposed; 3. Date to be Completed;
4. Deputies Responsible for Fulfillment (from one to four deputies
listed in each case) . The last column, headed "Results," was left blank
for each deputy's own notations. The mandates were gi^ouped under
different headings. Under "Public Welfare," 25 requests were listed;
under "Housing," 38; under "Communal and Household Services,'' J
nine; under "Transport and Communications," nine; under "Trade>
and Public Catering," 34; under "Educational and Cultural Work,"
i4; under "Heahh Protection," nine.

y^

I

:.i

.
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^ >M
Dmitri Shostakovich, famous Soviet composer, meets with voters during
his campaign tor deputy to the Couneil of Nationalities of the Supreme
soviet. He was elected. ^
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Here are some of the decisions taken on carrying out the voters*

requests. To see that dust-collecting apparatus is installed in the

"Izolyator" and "Yava" factories. To close Ussilevich Street #2 to

traffic because it's too narrow and a school is located there. To prohibit

trucks going through the courtyard of #34 Skakova Street where there

are always a lot of children playing. To pave the entryway to Kinder-

garten #43, which now gets too muddy. To install more lights on

a dimly-lighted street, to regulate the water supply in a certain apart-

ment house, to finish repairs on another, with attention to the quality,

to mend the roof and repair the cracks in another, and many similar

requests. To eliminate a section of the raad to the airport which is

too close to some apartment houses and very noisy. To save a certain

birch grove and turn it into a park of rest and recreation for tiie work-

ers nearby.

Under housing, to see that a Housing Administration office is

installed in the apartment house on Bolshoy Kopetevsky, since the

tenants now have to go one to five kilometers away. To set up a special

committee of Old Bolsheviks to make sure that housing space is

properly distributed. To look after questions of heat, water supply,

electricity, repairs and garbage removal in certain designated houses.

To find other apartments for families living in the student dormitories

in the "Sokol" area who have nothing to do with the higher educa-

tional institutions to which the dormitories are attached. To provide

club rooms in certain apartments lacking them. To do something about

the noise of the "technological machinery" in the cafe "Cheburech-

naya" because its 24-hour uproar has made life in apartment house

#58 on Leningrad Clausee "absolutely impossible/' (The solution

was the installation of noiseless machinery.) To find new quarters

for the people who live in No. 13-15 Second Airport Proyezd, which

are really only barracks not fit for habitation. (Current repairs to be

done pending the finding of new homes for these people and the

demolition of the barracks.) To find new homes for certain families

living in the basements of decrepit old houses, moving out families

with children first (a whole series of requests have to do with moving

families from unfit quarters)

.

Under communal and household services were such requests and

decisions as enlargement of a certain public bathhouse, opening a

mending shop for knitted goods, opening barber shops, beauty parlors,

shoe repair, tailoring, dressmaking and mending and dry cleaning

and laundry establishments. Under transport and communications,

decisions on increasing the number of trolleys and autobuses, im-

proving transportation to outlying sections, installing more public

telephones, changing the route of a trolley line "in order to provide

relative peace and quiet for the workers living in apartment houses

on Volokolamsk Chausee."

On trade, to take measures to improve the services in provision
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store No. 69 on Raskova Street "where it is usually dirty and uncom-,
fortable, with many drunks around, and the salespeople are rude."
To open a department store in another section having none nearby.
To add a department of semi-prepared foods to a certain restaurant!
To open a new vegetable and fruit store in one section, keep another
open for longer hours, and to see that vegetable storage is handled
better, since sometimes vegetables on sale are in poor condition. (A
whole series of requests ior more vegetable and fruit stores,) To im-
prove dairy supplies. To increase the number of produce stores on
the left side of Leningrad Prospekt. To open a dietetic restaurant in
Airport Proyezd. More demands to open departments of semi-prepared
foods. To open another newsstand. To improve the work of a certain
bakery.

In the sphere of education and culture, to improve the equipment
of a certain kindergarten; to organize a youth club; to complete a
certain park;^ to improve mass cultural work and establish a House
of Culture in Khoroshevsky Microdistrict; to install playground
equipment for children in a certain park; to establish a new library
and reading room in the Kosmodemiansky Microdistrict. To build
a new school in another microdistrict—and more libraries and more
parks and more playgrounds and more clubs-all to be established or
looked into.

On health-to improve the health services in a number of medical
institutions, to increase the number of polyclinics, to open a new dental
clinic, to enlarge a certain drug store, to improve the children's poly-
clinic in one of the microdistricts.

In some cases, it was noted that the recommended measures had
been taken immediately. Running through the booklet. Chairman
Scherbakov told me that practically every measure scheduled to be
completed in 1963 had already been taken care of, and most of those
scheduled for completion in 1964 were under way. In only a few places
had there been a collective decision that certain measures requested
and proposed had been found unpractical. One of the items followed
by the terse word "inexpedient" was the request to "put a stop to the
sale of wine and vodka products at Shop No. 5 on Nizhnie Street."

Some Criticisms from Within

rpHE Soviets I visited were probably among the better organized
J- and more efficient. I have no doubt at all that I would have heard
similar accounts in many many other places. Casual meetings here
and there around the country with people working either as Soviet
deputies or as volunteers all filled in and confirmed the general pic-
ture that had been given me.

At the same time, I am sure the situation is very uneven, that there
are places not nearly as successful as those I have written about in
meeting the voters needs and in drawing in the general population
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for volunteer work. Indeed, from stories and articles written in the

I)ress one often hears of bureaucratic functioning of Soviets, of cut

And dried and very formal meetings with only leadership people mak-

ing long dry reports and very little discussion, of rank and file

.leputies who wish to speak going unrecognized and many deputies

failing to keep close ties with the voters and to report to them reg-

ularly, and so on.

An account of some of the negative as well as the positive aspects

of the work of the Soviets was written by Ya. Nasriddinova, the re-

markable woman who is the Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme

Soviet of Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic, an office tantamount to

President of Uzbekistan. Her article appeared in Izvestia (its Enghsh

icxt was published in the October 6, 1964 issue of Novosti Press

Agency's Daily Review) .

Nasriddinova wrote of the former practice in her Republic of

reports prepared for Soviet sessions by the Ispolkom, in which every-

thing was prearranged, with little left for the deputies to do except

ipprove, only one or two taking the floor during discussions.

This, she wrote, was being corrected and Soviet sessions are being

made more democratic by omitting entirely any obligatory reports.

Instead, draft decisions were circulated among the deputies well in

.idvance of the sessions, providing plenty of time for the deputies

10 think over the proposals and discuss them with their constituents

in preparation for full discussions at the Soviet session. She gave

;is an example a draft decision on public health conditions circulated

l.y the Chilanzar District Soviet in Tashkent. As a result of preparatory

work with public health w^orkers and ordinary citizens a lively and

-onstructive discussion was held which resulted in a decision quite

different from the original draft.

Nasriddinova spoke of other District Soviets which made a prac-

lice of publishing draft decisions in the local newspapers and broad-

( asting them over the radio to insure full pubHc participation in their

solution. Yet, she said, "more often than not, unfortunately, the people

.ire acquainted neither with the problems which the Soviet will be

solving at its regular session nor with the decisions it will adopt."

She also wrote of the very important work being done by the Stand-

ing Commissions now that they had been invested with broader

powers than formerly. She indicated, however, that there were still

loo many cases when the Standing Commissions remained merely con-

sultative organs and continued to be deprived of the right to take

decisions binding on the Ispolkom and to assume, even partially,

administrative functions as they were now supposed to do.

(Only today, while editing this material for publication, I came

across an article in the March 11, 1967 Soviet Weekly, pubHshed by

(he USSR Embassy in London, by a Deputy to another District Soviet

in Moscow, complaining that there are still serious drawbacks in the
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work of the Standing Committees. He indicates that they do not hal,
sufficient authority and that the question of giving them wider powerj,
which had presumably been solved back in 1964, is still on the order
of the day! This does not mean that what I have written was not true
of the Soviets I visited. It means that the application of measures
strengthening democracy is not always even. What I have described
is the goal everywhere, although not everywhere yet achieved.)

Nasriddinova's sharpest criticisms were directed against those
deputies, of whom she said there were many in her Republic, who
failed to maintain close ties with their electors, who considered their

post of deputy as a mere adjunct to whatever official position they
held and shunned doing ordinary "spade work." She mentioned ai

examples a certain Comrade Sharipov, deputy of the Chirchik City
Soviet and Secretary of the City Komsomol Committee, who had not
been seen by his electors for over a year. Another, Comrade Razhev,
deputy manager of a building materials plant at Superfosfatny, had
only attended two of the sessions of the Township Soviet, even though
he had been elected to its Ispolkom, She said in such cases it was
necessary to make use of the right of recall and that "we should also
call to account the public organizations that nominated these people
and then forgot about them."

She expressed great satisfaction in the replacement of 5,000 full-

time paid staff workers of Soviets throughout Uzbekistan with vol-

unteers. She praised the work of Khurshida Khudaybergenova, who
for many years had headed the Ispolkom of the Khiva Town Soviet.
This woman mayor carried on her work with only three full-time
assistants in her nine departments which, along with the Standing
Commissions, all operate on a volunteer basis.

Evidence of volunteer activities in Uzbekistan, similar to those
described to me in Kiev and Moscow, is seen in this description by
Nasriddinova:

Block committees and commissions of owners of private homes havo
become the largest mass organs of self-government in Uzbekistan. They
have been set up in Tashkeni, Namangan, Fergana, Kokand, Urgench and
other cities and towns. Their activities are based on the principle of doiitf
eveiytiimg on a volunteer basis. They improve pubhc services in theS
neighborhoods, organize libraries, tea rooms, universities of culture, eto.
on volunteer principles. In the Tashkent Oktiabrsky District, 40 shops,
health centers, post offices, clubs and tea rooms were built by the pop-
Illation on the initiative of these committees.

Criticism as Prelude to Correction

^ERTAIN other negative features o£ the local Soviets were pointed
^^ out in the study of the Soviets of Kazakhstan, previously referred
to. This criticism was the prelude to the measures of correcting
previous errors and expanding democracy that have been described,

i
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While recognizing the colossal work in strengthening local govern-

nirnt agencies conducted during the years 1955 to 1959, the authors

.,iy it would be wrong to remain silent about further mistakes made

i.<'iween 1960 and 1964. They write* that the "frequent and unfounded

irorganizations of the government machinery occurring until the

M, tober (1964) Plenum of the Central Committee of the CPSU (when

Uirushchev was removed) had essentially denigrated the role of the

.uviets." Measures such as setting up the regional economic organs

{uwnarkhozi) had artificially narrowed the sphere of activity of

I.K al government in the realm of production, limiting them to matters

ol housing, consumer and socio-cultural services. Confusion had re-

irlted from the division into separate industrial and agricultural

-mes previously referred to. Sometimes mechanical reduction of paid

lafFs had occurred too hastily before the taking over of certain func-

iions by volunteers had been properly prepared and organized (also

ihr wages of paid functionaries of the lowest rung were unjustifiably

low), while at the same time territorial-administrative units were

otnetimes excessively enlarged, which meant a separation of the So-

viets from the people.

While most of these matters had already been corrected, the group's

investigations in Kazakhstan had disclosed certain other problems.

The author noted that Lenin's original formulation that "all power,

xiitrally and locally, belongs to the Soviets," has been retained in suc-

. rssive Constitutions. Thus, they write, while other organizations of

ioviet society have their own specific fields of activity and work in

.noperation with the Soviets, "the power of the state in the USSR is

personified by the Soviets and effectuated through them. Only the

.oviets have the right and duty to embody full state power, to issue

decisions binding upon all and to supervise their execution. Only the

'.>viets and their agencies possess the authority characteristic of gov-

nnment and can, when necessary, apply compulsion through power

i ..i the state. This holds for the entire system of Soviets, both central

,md local." While the Communist Party has the role of political leader,

ii "by no means supplants the Soviets or other organizations."

The authors say that ^^o often present day writers on the Soviets

.iiid their functions create the impression "that the governmental

ispect in the organization and functioning of the Soviets is something

lesidual, secondary, and the quicker it withers away the better." And
I hat they therefore concentrate on "demonstrating the absence of fun-

damental differences between the Soviets and volunteer organizations."

In their own investigation the authors found the concept of the

Soviets as solely volunteer organizations quite widespread at the local

' See the article "lacreasing the Role of the Soviets: An Immediate Task," by V. Chkhikvadze,

I Pavlov and I. Azovkin, Sovety Deputatov Trudiashchikhsia, 1965, No. 8. Translation pub-

hihcd in Soviet Sociology, Spring, 196<5. International Arts and Sciences Press.
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Nina iMorozova, elected deputy to the Supreme Soviet at age 25. She was
elected team leader of this Communist Labor Brigade at the Kuibyshev
electrical works.

level, leading in some cases to violation of the proper relationships
between government and volunteer organizations.

They said that for example there were numerous cases in the
Kazakh Republic of violations of legislation pertaining to collective

farms yet not a single case had been found where the rural Soviet
had intervened. The Soviet authorities gave as the reason that, since™
the collective farms were voluntary organizations, the Soviet had no
right to intervene. Cases had also been found where both the Komso-
mol and the Trade Union Regional Council had duplicated many
matters that fell within the jurisdiction of the Soviets alone, and had
gone so far as issuing instructions to the Soviets on such matters.

The authors cited instances of various Party organizations sup-
planting the Soviets and their machinery, deciding many questions
within the province of the Soviets, regulating the work of the local
Soviets in detail, and issuing instructions to personnel of the Soviets
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over the heads of the Ispolkoms, Another practice was the issuance

of joint decisions by Party Committees and the Executive Committees
of local Soviets on which only the latter really had the right to act.

An instance was cited in which the District Ispolkom, acting on
irlephone instructions from Party agencies, had assigned 78 hectares

of land planted to cotton by the Lenin Collective Farm to the Chim-
kent Tire Works. When the collective farmers objected, the regional

-igencies insisted that the land had to be taken because drawings for

(he building of the plant on this land had already been made,
"before the agreement of the collective farm had been obtained,"

add the authors indignantly. This was cited as a case where "the

local government agency had not been bold enough to resolve on its

own a problem directly within its jurisdiction/* The authors felt the

Soviets should in general make fuller use of their supervisory powers
in the field of land condemnation and utilization.

Another thing the group found was that while housing, schools,

stores, hospitals, consumer services and cultural institutions are sup-

posed to function under the direct guidance of the local Soviets, the

actual process of transferring them has gone very slowly.

The authors pointed out that this interfered with "a unified urban
development policy," and complicated services to the population. They
held that the concentration of housing, consumer and socio-cultural

services into a single set of hands, which is now supposed to be done,

is "advantageous both to the people and the state."

Sociological Studies of Deputies' WorU

TT IS interesting to note that in the case of the work of the Soviets,

•*- as now in all areas of Soviet society, it is no longer considered suf-

ficient to issue decrees as to how they shall operate, but detailed

sociological studies are being made as to how the decrees are working
out and what further changes need to be made. Questionnaires are

sent out and polls taken on various aspects of the work, and computers
are used to analyze the results.

One such investigation had to do with the amount of time deputies

to local Soviets spent on their duties. It was carried on by personnel
of the Law Sector of the Institute of Economics of the Estonian SSR,
the Department of History of Tartu University, and the Computer
Center of the University, It was described in an article by I. Kalits,

A. A. Lamets and Kh. Kh. Shneider, "Use of the Method of Concrete

Sociology to Study the Work of Deputies."*

Factors considered included the amount of time needed to perform
duties, whether this coincided with working time and to what degree,

whether the time expended on functions as a deputy was used ration-

* la Sovietskoe Gosudarstvo i Pravo, 1965, No. 9- Translation published in Sovitt Ijtw mU
Government, "W'inter 1965-66, International Arts and Sciences Press.
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ally, how effective the deputy's activity was, whether it was affected
by education, age, occupation, sex, party affiliation, etc., which factors
promoted and which hindered the deputies' work, and how the train-
ing of deputies, exchange of experience etc. should be organized so as
to take their own desires into consideration to a maximum degree.
Altogether some 994 deputies to various types of local Soviets of Estonia
were queried, about 8.5 per cent of the total number. The 27 questions
fell into three groups: personal information, activities as deputies ap
proposals for improving the work of deputies. A

The answers showed wide variation in the amount of time spem
by deputies on their duties, with the largest number, 408, spending
an average of only one to five hours monthly on their deputies' duties,
16 an average of over 40, and all manner of variations between. Least
time was given by deputies from 25 to 29, explained by the fact that
they are over-burdened with other civic duties, studying in higher
educational institutions, etc. As age increases, the number of hours
given to work as a deputy increases up to the age of sixty, then dimin-
ishes somewhat, although the older deputies get the more speeches
they make I

The higher the educational level, the more time is spent by deputies
on their work with the Soviet. More time is spent by department heads
and others in executive positions, and by engineers, teachers, physicians
and other professional people, than by production workers and collec-
tive farmers. In general city deputies spend more time on their work
than those of rural Soviets. As a rule time given to deputies' work
does not coincide with working time, but in a considerable number
of cases it does. .^

Most of the deputies questioned gave, as the main difficulty encoun-
tered, lack of sufficient experience as deputies. A large number declared
that they received little help from organizations supposed to aid them
such as the Party, trade union, Komsomol, management at their place
of employment, etc. The main types of aid required by deputies were
listed as follows:

1) Regular seminars and conferences; 2) more literature on the work
of the Soviets and the deputies; 3) establishment of the best possible
material conditions for performance of the deputies duties; 4) more as-
sistance from higher agencies and the provision of instruction in the lo-
calities; 5) greater attention to the proposals of the Soviets and deputies.

The authors, having established how unequally the burdens of
office are borne by the deputies, concluded that one of the most im-
portant tasks is the establishment of conditions making it possible for
all deputies to give maximum time to their duties, and the most
rational utilization of their time. They also felt that their work dem-
onstrated the great importance of sociological studies in all areas of
the work of the Soviets and recommended great attention to the
methodology of such studies in the future. '

1
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Chapter 5

OTHERS' IMPRESSIONS-NEW MEASURES

fT IS always salutary to check one's own impressions and factual

material against those of others who are students in the same field.

As I was writing this series, I came upon the April 1966 issue of

Soviet Studies, a scholarly journal edited at the University of Glas-

t'ow, Scotland. It contained an article entitled "Soviet Local Govern-

ment Today," by L. G. Churchward, Senior Lecturer of the Political

Science Department of the University of Melbourne, Australia. It

was based on his observations in the USSR in September 1964 (when

1 myself was there) and for three months in the winter and spring

(»E 1965. As a guest of the Institute of State and Law, attached to the

All-Union Academy of Sciences, he made a special study of local

j^overnment. I found that the information he gathered was similar

10 that which I have presented, and it was particularly interesting to

me to find that the conclusions of the author were very similar to

my own.

An Australian Scholar's Vtetr

MR. CHURCHWARD made a strong point of the role of pubHc

organizations and volunteers in the work of the Soviets. He

listed a whole series of ''social organizations" in the RSFSR as of 1964.

This listing throws light on an aspect of Soviet society httle known

to the outside world. It is usually considered that absolutely nothing

happens in the Soviet Union that does not go through Government

or Party machinery. These social organizations are, in a very real

sense, volunteer organizations of the people, independent, but work-

ing closely with the local Soviets, usually in cooperation with the vari-

ous Standing Commissions already described.

Herewith the Hst as given by Mr. Churchward: Street and House

Committees; Parents Committees in schools, kindergartens, creches

and apartment houses; Councils of medical institutions. Councils of

clubs and libraries; Councils for assisting the improvement of hving

conditions; Women's Councils; Pensioners' Councils; Volunteer Fire

Brigades; Volunteer Militia; Comradely Courts; Commissions on Con-

trol of Socialist Property; Technical-Production Councils in enter-

prises (or groups of enterprises), and in state and collective farms;

Councils of kolkhoz brigades; Shop and Restaurant Commissions;

Councils of Elders; Sanitary Posts and Brigades; Pensioners' Commis-
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and enterprises; and a final listing, "other o'.

aloTe 966 412 ?Th
"'" "' '^"^' "^ '^^^^^'^'^^ P^^^^ ^'^^^ RSFSR

ship ;f 9 774i? ^^'^' various organizations, with a total member.
Vt Y'^'^^2

(there are probably many more today)

I hid norh"°'T ',
'^""^l^er of public, or social, organizations thatI had not heard about. There are also certain organizations belonging m this category which Mr. Churchward fails to mentionsuch as "Zn«.y." ("Knowledge"-formerly the "Society for TdTs:

f AnirAr h^'ecK^r
'"' '"^"^'" Knowledge"), spLial Coundl,ot Artists, Architects, Composers, etc., attached to many of the Soviets

stm'lvTr •
P Councils and other new Councils and organizations on!stantly arising on the initiative of the people. Also working closehwuh the Soviets are such important organizations as the tradeuSthe consumers' cooperatives and the numerous voluntary spon orgamzations one now finds everywhere ^ ^

Mr. Churchward found that in the regular departments of theSoviets the rep acement of paid staff by non-paid, voluntee oersonnel had proceeded most rapidly in depar'tments of irade, hou inTm^.

wo^r the'TaS; ^ TT' ".'"^^ ^"' organizatioAal-instructTonwork (the latter has to do with mobilizing the forces for canvassing

to 'beirrdV."
^"' '^"^'"''^ '' ''''''' ''' '-'''''' population

thefoleZ''iTV^r'''^n'
impressive" developments in enhancingthe role of the Standing Commissions of the local Soviets to be therend toward transferring to them administrative rather than merelyadvisory functions. He notes that instances of complete liquidation

o the Soviet Departments, their functions being transferred to theStanding Commissions, were found most often in fields of cuUuretrade, health and education. This tendency he finds to have nrogressed further in village, workers' settlement and rura^ district'Soviets than m the large city Soviets.
aistrict

Mr. Churchward made the point, with which I would certainlyagree, that many of the social organizations noted function "so m2cally arid ineffectively." I am sure their performance varie; Teatlyfrom place to place, depending on local conditions, the ty^e 2leadership available and other factors. Nevertheless, he AusSianprofessor finds that "on the other hand there can be ittle doub tha"pubhc participation in local administration has been steadily expanded over the past decade and that fundamental local matte fsuchas housing allocation and maintenance, expansion of kindergartenand nuneries, allocation of places in boarding schools, health "tradeand social services are bang increasingly controlled by these ^rassroots organizations" (italics added)

.

^ ^

The Australian educator further emphasized that while many ofthese democratic reforms were initiated in the regime of Khrushchevthere were also abuses of democracy under his leadership and that'

I K
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newed emphasis on real collective leadership and on strengthening

mocratic forms of government accompanied Khrushchev's removal.

In describing elections, the author makes clear the very wide

public participation in the nomination process. He speaks approv-

ingly of the practice of candidates giving very full accounts of them-

selves at public meetings, and the requirement placed on party and

j;overnment organs that they give a full report to the electorate on

past accomplishments and future plans, with full allowance for

. riticisms, alteration and endorsement. While sometimes cut and

dried, such meetings, he says, often give rise to very sharp criticisms on

I he part of the electorate and a ''no-nonsense" voicing of demands.

He also speaks of the hundreds of thousands of house-to-house can-

vassers who get the views directly of those voters who may not attend

meetings.

Describing the election procedure, he says that only about one

in fifty voters enters the screened off booth where he may delete the

name of the candidate nominated, and that far from becoming a

marked person in the community thereby, no one pays any attention

iit all.

While perhaps somewhat more restrained than my own conclu-

sions, Mr. Churchward's should be recorded:

Soviet local government is changing steadily. It is becoming less official

and more "voluntary," more broadly based and less bureaucratic. If mass

participation in the process of government is the key to democratic govern-

ment, then local Soviets have progressed some way toward democratic gov-

ernment. Public participation is greater than it is in most other countries and

it is increasingly effective at this local level. But the amount and success

of public participation lessens in the higher levels of government. . . .

In the light of recent decisions of the Supreme Soviet, it is clear

(hat the Soviet leaders are now seeking to increase public participation

in the higher as well as the lower levels.

/Veu5 Measures to Improve Worh of Soviets

N HIS SPEECH at the 23rd Congress of the Communist Party in

June 1966, Nikolay Podgorny, President of the Presidium of the

Supreme Soviet, stated frankly that the people do not yet fully

utilize their Constitutional rights in relation to the Soviets, that the

level of organizational work is often mtich too low and that the dep-

uties themselves do not always show enough initiative. He declared

that under the new five-year plan (1966-70) it is envisaged that the

organs of state power and the largest mass organizations will exert

a still greater influence than they have in the past on economic

and cultural affairs.

Furthermore, he pointed out, along with the economic reform

which puts greater responsibility on economic enterprises as such,

greater emphasis than before is now to be placed on making sure that
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fo sS r% ' ^n^Portance are handed over to local organor solution Economic executives are enjoined to respect and adher.to the decisions of the local Soviets. This has not flwLs been thecase m the past. Since all but local industry is state controlled state iindustries have to a large extent considered themselves ind penden '

and subordinate only to the regional Sovnarkhoz (Economic SZcTduring the period when these organizations existed, or to a branchof the corresponding industrial ministry of the republic or of the USSRWhile this hne of authority remains in force on production problems

withS™: '
"^^^^ °' ''^ ^""^P"^" '' "°- '° ^^ --'^--^^d

President Podgorny emphasized that while the Party organs mustalways be ready to give the local Soviets, city or vil/age,^whaSverhelp or guidance they require, the Party must never und;r any c£cumstances take over any of the functions of the Soviets whatsoever
as has too often been done in the past.

aisoever,

Podgorny also laid stress on the very great importance of thevillage Soviets as the primary link in Soviet power. In the future it
IS envisaged that the rural Soviets are to play a gieater role in thedemocratic guidance of collective farm lite and flso m heLng tosolve agricultural problems. ^ ^

The role of these village Soviets, Podgorny continued, was moreimportant than ever m these days when the villages were b;ginnin.Tnsome respects to take on the aspects of the townl These pfimar/or-
ganizations, which are in direct contact with millions of workingpeople, have the responsibility to render all-round assistance to thepopulation m every aspect of life and to coordinate the work of allhe agencies and enterprises, social, cultural, agricultural and indus-tna under their jurisdiction. There had, he said, been great defectsin the work of the local Soviets during the past five-yfar plan In

bult in te"' '°\'''^T^\
-h^l^ --y new hospitals hJd beenbuilt m the countryside, the actual plan was only fulfilled bv 46

K^"" T!i" J ff^.
^""^ building pre-school establishments in Kazakh-

stan had been fulfilled by only 67 per cent, and the plan for buM-ing schoo s in villages and collective farms in Turkmenistan, hadbeen fulfilled by only 68 per cent.
Turning to the work of the Supreme Soviet, he said this leading

organization of Soviet power must also play a greater role in thffuture. Aheady the people were making more demands on the der^
uties. Here he mentioned the recall of 350 deputies of all levek
last year, ten of whom had been deputies of the Supreme Soviet

Podgorny ^so stressed the necessity of raising the powers of theProcurators office to insure that all legal requirements'are met, andthat the rights and m teres ts of the working people are thereby pro-tected against violations. There must be a more energetic strugglehe said, against all manifestations of bureaucracy on the part of any

I
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government organization, and against any indifferent or offhand at-

titude to proposals made by the working people.

More Standing Commissions for Supreme Soviet

THE 23rd CPSU CONGRESS, following Podgorny's report, decided

on further steps toward implementing the decisions on extending

the democratic functioning of the Soviets at all levels.

The meeting of the Sui^reme Soviet that followed in August 1966

adopted measures expanding its own democratic functioning, espe-

cially through the setting up of new Standing Commissions. These

measures were outlined in a further report by Podgorny to a joint

session of the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of Nationalities.

He told the deputies that henceforth the Supreme Soviet would

have to give more detailed attention than in the past to the problems

of the economy and raising the living standards of the people, in-

volving close study of all questions relating to the development of

industry, agriculture, construction, public education, science, culture,

pubhc health, trade and social maintenance, and to the new legislation

necessary in every field, as well as checking up on proper observance

of existing legislation by bodies accountable to the Supreme Soviet.

Podgorny said that practice had shown that the work of the

Standing Commissions is the major form of insuring participation

by the deputies in decisions on all state matters and for insuring

informed and comprehensive discussion at the Supreme Soviet ses-

sions. The Standing Commissions act as auxiliary and preparatory

bodies to both houses of the Soviet Parliament, discussing and ana-

lyzing in advance the questions to come before the sessions, intro-

ducing pertinent proposals and supervising the carrying out of

Supreme Soviet decisions by executive agencies.

Hitherto, the two Houses have both had Standing Commissions

only on the budget, on legislative proposals, on foreign affairs and

on credentials, while the Soviet of Nationalities has had in addition

an economic commission. Experience has shown that the budget com-

missions inevitably had to consider also the economic plans, which

are always subject to endorsement by the Supreme Soviet as a whole,

and that the whole range of subjects on which Standing Commissions

are needed has widened. Podgorny proposed, and the deputies agreed,

that in the future both the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of

Nationalities would have Standing Commissions on the following:

Planning and budget; industry, transport and communications;

building and the building materials industry; agriculture; public

health and social maintenance; public education, science and cul-

ture; trade and public services; legislative proposals; foreign affairs;

credentials. Porgorny outlined their functions as follows:

They will consider the summary indices of the plan and budget, economic

balance sheets, aspects of the proportionate development of the various
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branches of economy, links between them, etc. The commissions will analyzethe revenue and expenditure sides of the state budget for the vaiious branches

butXT' 't '^1 |":f--t U-o- Repu&xcs, as well as the federa

and thp^nn ^'r ^'P''^^'' ^'^^S'''' '^' ^'^'"^ "^ g^^^^^^ i^ the national incomeana toe populations real income.

For the detailed study necessary in certain fields it has been
necessary to form a number of sub-commissions in the Standing Com-
missions on economic and legislative questions. Standing Commissions
analogous to those of the Supreme Soviet have been found essential
in the Supreme Soviets of the Union Republics. The increased vol-ume of work devolving upon the Standing Commissions has made it
necessary to increase their numerical composition, to draw into the
discussions deputies who are not members of the commissions, and
to draw in many specialists and representatives of pubhc organizations.

Mr. Podgorny said that while much had been accomplished by
Standing Commissions in the past, there had been shortcomings in
their work which must be corrected; discussions were often not
suihciently fundamental, participants not adequately informed

In the future, he said, there must be more regular reports to the
commissions by government ministries and departments, and morepubhc discussion of matters under consideration would be held Special
requirements of the Union RepubHcs and other national formations
niust be more fully taken into account. In the future the foreign rela-
tions commissions would give more extensive consideration to ques-
tions of economic, scientific, cultural and other contacts with other
states and to the work of Soviet representatives in international
organizations. Close collaboration between the different commissions onoverlapping matters will be necessary, including joint sessions andjomt sub-commissions. Greater coordination of the work of theStanding Commissions must be carried out by the Presidium, acting
or the Supreme Soviet between sessions. More effective steps must beaken lor relieving deputies of production or official duties when
they are needed for commission work. Government officials will berequired to submit needed materials and documents more promptly
tlian in the past and vigorous measures must be taken "to stoo such
impermissible practices as when certain officials do not give timelv

z'Zr,z:^j'^^^^^^^
^"^ ^^^"^^^^ ^"^ ^° "- -^^—

-

Podgorny said that the formation of the new Standing Commissionsand improvement of their functioning would "make it possible tointensify m every way the activities of the Supreme Soviet, itsChambers and the Presidium, and help to develop further the prin-
ciples of Soviet statehood. Favorable conditions are being created fora new upsurge in the activity of the deputies, which makes it pos-
sible to use to a greater extent the knowledge and experience of the
deputies and to take into account the opinions of the electors."
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Chapter 6

THE RURAL SOVIETS

THE organizational structure and the functions of the city Soviets

and district Soviets within the cities, as described in previous

articles, all apply to the rural Soviets. They also have their regular

departments with whatever paid professional help is necessary to

iheir functioning, and corresponding standing commissions through

\vhich the volunteer activity of the people of the countryside is en-

listed and their direct participation in the work of government en-

couraged.

In the rural Soviets, as well as those of the cities, the deputies are

required to have close ties with the population, take care of their

needs and carry out their mandates.

The main differences between urban and rural Soviets are of course

determined by the differences between city and countryside generally.

Each will have departments corresponding to the needs of the people

they serve. Many departments of city Soviets will be missing in vil-

lage Soviets, and the latter as a rule will be mainly concerned with

agricultural problems. Questions of education, culture, health and

various community and social needs are also under the jurisdiction

of the rural Soviets, but will sometimes be concentrated in the next

stage above the village Soviet, the regional Soviet, covering a wider

area.

In addition to- many major matters, the village Soviets must take

care of thousands of ordinary but very important and necessaiy af

fairs. They register births and build roads, provide transportation

for emergency hospital cases, carry through village iuiprovemciUs and

see to pubhc order, take care of school repairs and insure that stores,

canteens, and public baths function well. Their doors must be open

from early morning until late at night, often the only time farmers

can come. People come for advice, with requests, with legitimate

complaints or just with a tale of woe to be shared. Someone must be

there to listen, to do what has to be done.

THE greater differences in rural conditions in different areas than

in city life mean that it is far more difficult to generalize about

them. Some rural Soviets are coterminous with collective farms. This
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happens in cases where several villages have been completely collel
tivized and merged into one large collective farm.

In such cases, the activities of the Soviets coincide closely with
those of the collective farm. In other cases, the village Soviet might
comprise both collective and state farms, where the problem would besomewhat different because of the two different organizational forms
In still other areas there are local industries where some of the people
might be working while others are engaged in agriculture, such dif-
terent types of employment sometimes occurring within the same
family. Or again, some villages are close enougfi to big cities forsomeof its residents to be employed in the city, or close to some in-
dustrial enterprises or new construction project providing employ-
ment. The rural Soviets thus sometimes have a very varied popula-
tion to look after. While rural life is much less complex in many
ways than that of the city, this by no means signifies that the work
of the Soviets is simpler. Greater distances and a less concentrated
popii ation create special problems of transport and organization

Within the responsibility of the rural Soviets falls the most basic
problem of Soviet society. This is the problem of overcoming the
age-old backwardness of the peasant, and of bridging the gap between
town and country. This means great efforts to increase agricultural
production through the application of the most modern scientific
methods, with the farmer drawing closer to the skilled industrial
worker and raising individual productivity as well. And along with
this, the raising of living standards and increasing the educational
and cultural opportunities of village life to bring them dose to those
offered by the cities.

W/"HILE I visited a number of collective farms during my 1964" visit and learned something of the continuing problems of rural
life and its tremendous advances since the twenties, when I fir^t

L*f. ^"'''''" ^'"''Se. and since the days immediately follow-
ing World War II, my stay was not long enough to permit any de-
tailed study of how the rural Soviets operated. (This I hope to ac-
complish on another trip.)

In any case, 1964 would evidently have been a rather unpropi-
tious time to observe the working of the Soviets in the countryside

This, it will be remembered, was the summer prior to Khrushchev's
removal, one of the main causes of which was an acute crisis in a<r.
ricultural production. It was of course greatly to Khrushchev's credit
that he_ insisted on bringing out into the open many problems con-
cealed in the Stalin period, that he traveled widely, visiting farms
and industries, talking to local people about their problems But
the trouble was that Khrushchev was not equipped to handle the vast
problems with which he was faced, and failed to take advantage of the
advice of trained specialists. He would become obsessed with some
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particular panacea, like the planting of corn, only to drop that for

.something else. He organized and reorganized, started a new scheme

before a previous one demonstrated whether it was workable. One
of his errors was the division of Party committees into two branches,

one for industry and one for agriculture, which at the same time re-

sulted in the division of the Soviets in the rural areas into^ an agri-

cultural Soviet and an industrial Soviet. This caused the greatest

confusion, since in so many districts there were both agricultural

and industrial workers, who had the same kind of problems, used the

same schools, hospitals, stores and other social and cultural institu-

tions. The division into two separate Soviets, rather than following

the logical method of having special departments for agriculture and
Lor industry within the same Soviet, led at times to incredible waste

and duphcation. Constant handing down of new orders from above,

since corrected, encouraged bureaucratic hangovers and stymied ini-

tiative.

Unified Party Committees and unified Soviets were restored shortly

after Leonid Brezhnev became General Secretary of the Communist
Paity and Alexey Kosygin Chairman of the Council of Ministers.

Agriculture received new attention. More rational forms of organiza-

tion were introduced. More democracy was called for and instituted

in the collective farm organization as well as in the Soviets, and far

more local initiative provided for in the planning of production and
organization and management of the work of both collective and state

farms.

These measures resulted in the biggest harvest in history in the

autumn of 1966. Good weather helped—but more important were t±ie

practical steps outlined and the i-aising of initiative through more

democratic procedures.

IVAN GAVRILOV, a Novosti reporter, visited the town of Dury-

kino about sixty miles north of Moscow, in the autumn of 1966, to

observe how the village Soviet worked. This is the description he

sent me:
"At the big building occupied by the Ispolkorn [Executive Com-

mittee] of the Kirov Village Soviet, I was met by its chairman, Vassily

Ulovkov. This Soviet, he told me, served the large village of Dury-

kino and several small villages. About 7,000 people lived in this

area, many of them employed in the state farm which is its leading

enterprise, and the poultry factory. There were 60 deputies in the

Soviet. All the deputies, with the exception of the Chairman and

Secretary of the Soviet, were employed at regular jobs, giving their

time to work as deputies without pay.

"Ulovkov took me around to meet some of the deputies. At the

secondary school, teaching his physics class, I met deputy Sergey

Yudin, principal of the school. He told me he had been working
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at the school for sixteen years. As a deputy he had many duties in
helping the people on many matters, but his main work was helping
the Soviet carry out its education program, and enlisting parents to
help in school problems. 'When 1 first came here,' he toid me, 'there
were only 249 children in school. Now we have 800. Our school,
now in this well equipped, four-story, stone building, used to be in a
primitive log building. There are also four elementary schools within
the^^territory of our Soviet, which it has established and looks after.'

"Helena Ostrovskaya, a vigorous young woman who had jusc been
elected to the Soviet for the first time, we found working in the
village hothouse, where onions and cucumbers are grown. She im-
mediately started talking to the Chairman about the necessity of ex-
tending the greenhouses.

"Next I met Deputy Nina Desvetova, an energetic young woman
recently graduated from an agricultural school. Her specialty was
cattle breeding. Ulovkov also introduced me to Deputy Anatoli
Bobrov, head mechanic of the state farm, who was at work repairing
a tractor. I met other deputies at their work in our rounds that day
at the poultry farm, the hospital, and clinic, the large rural club
with its fine auditorium for entertainment, lectures and movies, its
library and rooms where amateur art groups were at work. In diis
way, by showing the deputies at their work, Ulovkov showed me in the
most graphic way the closeness of the Soviet's ties with the people.

"Ulovkov told me that the Soviet also helps in the building of
houses and in the over-all planning of further construction in the area
and is responsible for protecting the natural resources of the territory
—the pine and birch woods that surround it, the rivers and lakes.
They have regular general meetings where the villagers come to dis-
cuss their needs, the cultural and public services to the population
and village improvement generally.

"On matters of village improvement, the Soviet had repaired the
roads connecting the villages in their area and built new ones, built
seven large and 30 small bridges, built a dam, cleaned out several
water reservoirs, and planted thousands of trees with the help of the
population, for beautification purposes.

*'l asked how the work of the Soviets was financed. The Chairman
told me its budget was made up of deductions from the profits of the
enterprises situated within its territory, from insurance collections,
taxes and additional money which the local residents decide to con'
tribute for special projects decided on at general meetings. When
necessary, loans could be secured from the District Soviet, the next
higher organ of state power.

"Ulovkov smiled when I asked whether it was possible to draw
in many members of the population for volunteer work in the Soviet
All their work, he told me, was largely done with the help of volun^
teers, though he felt improvements could still be made in this.
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Left: Machinist Anatoli Markov, elected to Orel City Soviet by fellow
workers. Right: Varvara Koklyiishkina, Chairman of the Liubertsy City

Soviet, presiding at a meeting.

"I found that volunteer activity was organized through the follow-

ing standing commissions: on agriculture, finance and budget, village

improvement, trade and public services, health, law and pubhc order,

public education and culture. In addition 150 of the local residents
are members of various public organizations which come under the

supervision of the standing commissions. These include street and
parents' committees, comradely courts, volunteer fire brigades, public
councils of the clubs and libraries, a council of pensioners, a council
for the protection of nature and so on."

^S THEY entered 1967, both the Soviet Government and the Com"
-^*- munist Party determined on further measures for the improve-
ment of agricultural production and life in the countryside. Early in

March, the Central Committee of the CPSU and the USSR Council of

Ministers, following a discussion in both bothes, issued a decision

"On Improving the Work of Village and Township Soviets." Their
special concern was drawing the people of the countryside into the

work of administering state affairs on as extensive a level as is the

practice in the city Soviets,

An article in Pravda, March 11, described this decision and also

stressed its importance. It pointed out that village ;ind township
Soviets constitute the biggest link in the whole system of local Soviets.
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There are about 40,000 such Soviets and almost 1,500,000 deputies
representing a population of 110,000,000 people, in a territory of
700,000 inhabited places, that include 36,000 collective farms and al-
most 12,000 state farms, as well as a wide network of industrial enter-
prises and a great variety of social, cultural and service institutions.
These deputies, scattered over the whole countryside, must work in th'-
very heart of the people, coming into daily contact with them on the
most diverse matters.

The Party and Government decision noted that the local Soviets
who represent and carry out the authority of the state, must settle
directly many questions relating to the daily needs of the people It
said that most deputies do their work conscientiously, carry out the
mandates of their electors and report to them res^ularly, yet "the level
of the work of many township and village Soviets lags behind life's
demands," and that often they "do not fully utiHze their rights or
exert sufficient influence on the affairs of collective farms

"'
As a

result, there were still many shortcomings in the work of schools
hospitals, kindergartens and nurseries, stores, clubs and other or-
ganizations sending the people, for which the Soviets are responsible
In many cases organizational work of the Soviets fails to find practical
solutions for problems of economic and cultural development Burn-
ing questions of the life of the village and the township were not
taken up often enough at the sessions of the Soviet or its Ispolkom
Meetings were too routine. Many Soviet officials lacked sufficient ini-
tiative m drawing public-spirited citizens, especially rural intel-
lectuals, into volunteer work in the field for which they are best fitted

It was not alone the local Soviets and their officials who were to
blame for this, according to the decision. Party and Government
bodies of the next higher rank did not give them the necessary help
It was necessary to provide special training facilities, short or even
long term courses, for people who are drawn to work in the Soviets
and have won the confidence of the people they represent.

All levels of the Communist Party organization were instructed to
take all possible measures to liven up the work of the Soviets on eco-
nomic problems of the collective and state farms, on local industry
and trade, public catering and all kinds of public service establish-
ments, and to make use of all local resources and potentialities to ad-
vance agricultural and industrial production and enhance the well-
being of the people.

The decision at the same time contained an interesting warning-
that there must in no event be any Party interference in economic and
productive activities, and never any usurpation of powers. The role
of the Party should only be one of stimulating, of helping, of making
new resources available, of checking up when necessary on fulfillment
of plans-but never, never to take over any of the functions of the
Soviet. Rather they must help raise the role and the initiative of
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I the deputies. Party members were particularly enjoined to heed criti-

cism from the people.

If in the process of checking up deputies were found to be not
properly fulfilling their duties and responsibilities, if the people
complained that their needs and mandates were not being properly
attended to, then measures must be taken to insure that the people
know of their right to recall any deputy they feel to be derelict in his

duty to them.

The decision stressed the necessity of observance of democratic
principles in the activities of the collective farms as well as of the

Soviets, of insuring proper use of the land, observance of Socialist

legality, the protection of public order and of the rights of all citizens.

Above all, it dwelt on the necessity of evoking a conscientious atti-

tude to labor, whether it be productive work, cultural work, or work
as a Soviet deputy, and to work painstakingly and unendingly for the

satisfaction of the demands of the people. This is the way the Pravda
article puts it:

Exercising the powers given them by law, the village and township So-
viets must constantly devote themselves to improving education, health ser-

vices, social maintenance, trade and public catering, and the work of public
service establishments, to improving villages and townships, housing and road
construction, coordinating to these ends the efforts of collective farms, state

farms, enterprises and organizations on the territory under their jurisdiction.

It is this that constitutes one of the most important ways in which village and
township Soviets exert influence on the development of socialist production.

More help was asked of higher Government and Party organs in

improving the work of the local Soviets, in guiding the economic
and cultural life in villages and townships, and improving "the style

and methods'* of their activity. Work among the masses must be en-

hanced, Soviets must hold sessions on all burning questions and draw
in the greatest possible number of people. The people themselves

must be drawn into discussion and doing something about all major
questions affecting their lives—and minor ones too.

The rights of village and township Soviets in deciding local matters

are to be enhanced. Salaries of those elective officials who are paid,

to be raised.

Above all, democratic principles must be extended in the work of

the Soviets, and their bonds with the people strcrigthciicd.

Let no one think a decision like this remains on paper, llie in-

structions are widely publicized in newspaj>ers, broadcast by radio and
TV, carried to the smallest party committees and local Soviets in the

farthest corner of the land. It will be made the heart of reports to the

officials and to the people. Not all that it asks will be done every-

where, and nowhere perhaps all at once. But the sharper the criti-

cism, the more they mean business. A revivifying of the local Soviets

may be expected as one more important achievement of this first half

century of socialism.
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Soviets. It IS made dear that local Soviets must break away from
any subservience to higher government organs in the very clearly
defined matters within their own competence; and there is renewed
emphasis that the kind of Party tutelage that was often the case
in the past must never be permitted, nor the usurpation by the Party
of functions within the province of the Soviets.

By the same token, the Soviets themselves, while enjoined to
play a more active role in helping improve agricultural production
of the collective and state farms they encompass, are warned against
interference with their affairs or the kind of supervision that is only
within the competence of die agricultural departments (local branches
of Ministry of Agriculture)

. No longer can there be any question
of production goals being arbitrarily imposed from above, with
quotas based on overall acreage rather than actual sowing capacity
and crop yields. Collective and state farms take a direct part in
drawing up plans on the basis of actual productive possibilities.

However, the article pointed out, there are many ways the Soviets
can give practical help in the prompt fulfillment of plans, in providing
needed transportation and supplies, keeping roads in order, and find-
ing extra hands for seasonal work. (Young people often spend a
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Latvian deputies to the Council of Nationalities, USSR Supreme Soviet,
at tlie Deeember 1968 session in Moseow. Left to right: L F Branaal
collective farm milkmaid; M. R. Gahlit, state farm calf tender- El'Yevdokmia, plasterer; L. E. Zhukure, state farm milkmaid. Red Star order
denotes Hero of Labor.
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certain amount of vacation time on collective or state farms. A few

years ago I visited the University of Irkutsk when the fall term had

already started, to find the classrooms and dormitories ^^
H^^^f^^'^P^J^

The entire student body had answered an emergency call to help the

kolkhozes in the neighboring countryside harvest their potatoes m

the face of threatening rains.)

No aspect of village life from the cradle to the grave, according

to the ardcle, is outside the sphere of the rural Soviet s concern. It

not only registers births, marriages and deaths, but helps arrange

wedding celebrations or funerals if required. It is responsible for the

management and activities of clubs, sanitary conditions and medica

institutions, schools and libraries under its jurisdic ion, and keeps

an eye on institutions of this kind belonging to collective or state

farms, although offering them assistance and recommendations rathei

than obligatory instructions.
r , „^ „rHpr

The Soviet is responsible for the maintenance of law and order,

carrying out preventive measures and working with local mihtra

to apprehend law breakers. It is responsible for the Comradely Coum

in the collectives or other institutions, in apartment houses or directly

under the Ispolkom, and for the druzhini (Volunteer Public Order

Squads) . While in no way replacing courts, the Soviets have certain

administrative rights and within limits can impose fines for damage

to property of collective or state farms or other institutions by privately

owned cattle or fowl, in cases of illegal home brewing of alcohol

"""

TheTconomic reform has its reflection in enhancing the responsi-

bility of the Soviets in finding new budget resources and m helping

both state farms and local industries to function profitably, which

adds to the Soviet's income as well. Gone are the days when special

projects initiated by the Soviets must depend on government subsidies

although such help is forthcoming in case of particularly difficult

local conditions or natural disasters.

The Ispolkom (Executive Committee) of the Soviet has the re-

sponsibility for the day-by-day carrying out of decisions of the Soviets.

But it is sharply stressed that all the most burning local questions,

everything that affects the local population, its desires and needs,

must come before the regular Soviet sessions for full and free exchange

of opinions. , „ . , t ^„

All deputies are required to report both to the Soviets and to

general meetings of the electors. The article stresses the need o wide

publicity for all the activities of the Soviet and full public informa-

tion on how the mandates of the people are earned out. Public

meetings of the Soviets should draw large attendance. Questions to

be discussed must be posted in public places, in clubs, libraries,

cinema halls, post office branches and so on, as well as in places

of work.
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The article concludes that despite considerable improvement of
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regular conferences of deputies an'd oLri from different arrfo^the exchange and generalizing of experience

is ove"S'*J of't'br S"'!
'°' ?' shortcomings of the rural Sovietss over loading of the officials with too much paper work Ordin^rilvthe only paid officials are the Ispolkom chairm^an anrsecmary o en

I The problem, however, according to complaints written in to the

magazine by the secretaries themselves, is that they are given too

many functions and too little technical help. The secretaries have

to fill out all kinds of documents by hand since proper forms are

not provided. Efforts are now being made to overcome this problem.

Standing Cotnmissions oS Rural Soviets

ANOTHER section of the "Correspondence Seminar" department

deals especially with the work of the standing commissions of the

rural Soviets. The report on this is written by V. Bocherov, Secretary

of the Executive Committee of the Regional Soviet of Stavropol.

All deputies to the rural Soviets, as in the cities, participate in

the standing commissions. In addition there are tens of thousands

of "activists," that is, members of the population who regularly par-

ticipate as volunteers in the work of the rural Soviets,

Members of the commissions are elected at the first session ot newly

elected rural Soviets for a period of two years. The number of mem-

bers and the composition of the commissions varies from place to

place. Most of the village Soviets in Stavropol Region, the author

reports, have the following commissions: mandate; agricultural;

budget-finance; culture, education and health; town improvement

and roads; trade, communal and every day services; socialist legality

and maintenance of public order.

Procedures on elections of standing commission officers are the

same in rural and urban Soviets, with all officers sometimes elected

by the standing commission, or in some cases the main officers bemg

elected by a Soviet session.

Bocharov declared that the success of the standing commissions^

activities depends on their having appropriate leadership. He cited

as an example the case of the standing commission on education of

the Velichayevsky Soviet, Levokumsky District, which after an initial

spurt, came to a dead stop. The reason was that no one elected

to the commission except the chairman, a bookkeeper, had any experi-

ence at all in the field of education.

Another example was Uroshinensky Soviet, where the chairman

elected to head the village improvement and roads standing commis-

sion was the state farm agronomist. He was excellently qualified

professionally for the job, but his own work prevented him from

coming to the village except on rare occasions, so the activities of

that commission were stalled for lack of guidance.

On the other hand, the Bezopasnensky Soviet in Izobilnensky

District had elected to its standing agricultural commission: two

agronomists, two kolkhoz brigade leaders, one hnk leader, one dairy

farm director, three tractor drivers, two rank-and-file kolkhoz mem-

bers. Every branch of agricultural work in the area was thus repe-

sented and the commission worked very effectively.
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As in the city Soviets, standing commissions, in addition to ini-tiating activity and new projects, have the responsibility of checkingup on and helping the activities of all organizations on the territorywithm their Soviet s jurisdiction. They can require any information
desired and reports from people responsible. It is their duty to lookmto fulfillment of voters' mandates and complaints of citizens Their
instructions are mandatory for institutions that come under the budgetand competence of the rural Soviet. In other cases they can only 1make recommendations. ^ ^ W

The rights of standing commissions have been extended to certain
executive functions. For example, the budget-finance standing com-

ZdTf
'"^y ^"'^"^^ *^ budget for a Soviet organization, distribute,

funds from the budgetary surplus, give loans to individuals for build-!mg homes or acquiring cattle for personal use, act on certain types
of tax complaints, and so on. The standing commission on cultureand problems of daily life may approve plans for village clubs
Ibraries, and other facilities, provide funds for school lunches, make |decisions on placement of children in day nurseries and kindergartens Ion distribution of goods to stores, on building materials etc

'

Standing commissions usually work on a three-month plan, withinan overall plan of one or two years. Bocharov warns against cut-and-dned plans consisting mainly of such items as "To hear report

a nZ"
™P'"°^^™^"'/°"^™««i°n," and the like. This, he says, is nota plan. The work of standing commissions must include practical

organizational work in the field.
^

On the question of coordinating activities with neighboring SovietsBocharov described a successful plan initiated by the standlg coimission on village improvement and roads of the Kursavsky Soviet,where several villages combined on a two-year program of roadbuilding and repair, bridge building, water stippl/ syLm and the MeLvery standing commission member was made responsible for somephase of the work, such as finance, transport, building materials^'

aTd'^tSS^meT'^- '"^ ""'''''''''' ^^°'""'^^^ ^°^ ^"
^""^^^^

Bocharov recommended that sessions of the Soviet be held everymonth or so except in spring sowing and harvesting periods Meet-ings must always be scheduled for non-working timefin any case

Pr Lr Memb
''^ ''

\r°^""'
""'^ "^'^^ 'h- half the meUer;present. Members not able to attend should be asked their opinionby phone on special questions to be discussed and all members mustbe promptly informed of decisions taken, with wide publicity amongthe general public as well. Careful, concrete preparations arTre

an a fi;;™ t"'"f'"
°' ^^^"'^"'^ commissions are ^required to takean active part in the preparations.

Here is an example. Neither the rural Soviet nor any of its com-missions has the right to give direct instructions regarding X

internal organization in a collective farm. One of ^e member oi

the standing commission of agriculture of the Ale-ndnsky village

Soviet however, requested that the commission check up on the dairy

farm ;f the local collective farm, where too many calves were being

lost Members of the standing commission inspected the dairy farm

!:;rd fotmd that unsanitary conditions and lack of proper care we^e

the cause of the deaths of the calves, and drew up a list of recom

mendations which they presented both to the head « ^e/l-jj--

and the administration of the kolkhoz. Going back latei to check up,

they found that nothing had been done. The chairman of the stand^

ing commission then took up the matter with the Ispolkom ^hich

called in the collective farm management for impartial discussions

As a result, the Ispolkovi decided to recommend that the head of the

dairy a^ be released as unfit for his duties. The collective arm

mragement, after a general membership meeting of the komo.

agreed on this step. The dairy farm was then put in the hands of

an experienced veterinarian. The place was cleaned up, and a lymg-m

department for calving mothers and a prophylactorium were set up.

tSI cooperation was so successful that the /.o//./^oz_ on its own

initiative asked the help of the standing commission m instituting a

whole series of improvements in its orchards and gardens, extending

electrification, installing telephones, carrying out a "^^""^^^^
/^^..^^f

a month, and so on. After this successful experience with one kolkhoz

all the other kolkhozes in the area began to come to the standing

commission for help.

On Organixing the WorU of Rural Soviets

TGNATOV, Ispolkom chairman of the Annensky Village Soviet of

1 Katalinsky District, Cheliabinsk region, answers a newly elected

deputy's question about how the rural Soviet's work should be or-

gSrzed in the May 1967 issue of the magazine, by describing the work

of his own Soviet as follows:
. , ,.-

The Annensky Soviet covers an area with 5,000 inhabitants, con-

centrated in six communities. The majority are workers in grain state

arms There are also geological prospectors, lumber workers and

perTonnel of children's sanitaria, a Young Pioneer Camp and vanou

vil age institutions. In the area are 14 stores, four restaurants, seve al

pSry and intermediate schools, a House of Culture, three clubs,

fClibraries, several hospital annexes and medical -nters, kinde.

gartens and creches. Eighteen different enterprises are directly on

the budget of the Annensky Soviet.

Only the President and Secretary are full-time paid workers of the

Ispolkom. The deputy chairman and six Ispolkom members have other

regular jobs. Responsibilities are divided among them according to

specialty, experience, organizing ability and free time^

The Soviet has five standing commissions headed by deputies,
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with 40 to 50 activists in each, and in addition 17 section committees
of the Soviet, on a geographical basis.

The-village improvement and roads commission, on which the
lumber camp director was the leading spirit, was especially successful
in getting out practically the whole population for voskresniks
Activists were divided into groups. Some planted, some bulk bridges
some were m charge of beautifying parks and squares. Four thousand
trees and bushes were planted, over 5,000 flowering plants A com-
petition was organized for the most attractive and cleanest streets
and houses. Forty citizens were awarded badges of honor.

The standing commission on trade worked very effectively There
had been complaints about poor service. The salespeople worked
at their own convenience. Too often housewives found the door
locked and could not buy food for supper or other needed supplies,
tmally the commission was able to get Centrosoyuz (the consumer's
cooperative organization) to institute a shift system and additional
shop branches were established in more accessible locations.

The cooperatives were completely unprepared to meet the grow-
ing demand for refrigerators, washing machines, vacuum cleaners,
accordions, guitars and other musical instruments. On the deputies'
insistence the stores finally stocked enough of these things Then
It was found that the local machine and tractor station had failed to
set up a repair shop, and soon all the housewives were screaming
that their equipment was out of order. This also was rectified by the
standing commission.

The standing commission on education made a valuable contribu-
tion in arranging for the transfer of village children from cramped
inadequate quarters to a large new school. Because of distancef in
the area rt was necessary to make boarding arrangements for some
ot the older pupils. Kovrigina, herself a teacher, chairman of the
commission, got busy and saw that the arrangements were made
through the regional consumers' cooperative society for bed linen
and meals, which the District Department of Education had failed
to provide.

The standing commission arranged for the additional space neces-
sary to solve the question of supervision of children of workin-
tamihes after school hours and on holidays.

"

The commission also cooperates closely with the parents' com-
mittees organized at every school, kindergarten and creche. It helped
set up a special summer camp for children whose parents had to
work all day in the fields. It assisted in repairs of school buildings
in the equipment of school workshops and experimental fields to
carry out the polytechnical principle in education that all children
shal become acquainted with the basic processes underlying agricul-
tural and industrial labor.

Also helpful in the commission's work is the Women's Council,
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set up under the supervision of the Soviet although not technically

a part of it. (Such councils are lound all over the Soviet Union. This
is an independent, people's organization working closely with the

Soviets.) The Council organizes lectures for fathers and mothers
and young people on medical and pedagogical themes. It gives

consultations for housewives on more tasty cooking, on making com-
fortable and attractive clothes for children. The Women's Council
carries on propaganda to instil love of order and beauty and it is

largely the result of their work that one sees such an abundance
of flowers around every home and institution in our area.

The standing commission on education and culture also works
with the special councils of village cultural organizations. The clubs

and libraries frecjuently hold readers' conferences, discussions, ques-

tion and answer sessions, "meetings with well-known people." Con-
certs and performances are put on by our many amateur art circles.

The commission, when desired, arranges marriage celebrations like

those in the Palaces of Weddings in the cities. The serious ceremonial
part is combined with the traditional village celebrations the f>eople

love—troikas driving through the streets with sleigh bells ringing

in the winter, or flower-bedecked and beribboned carriages in the

summer. There is plenty of the old time feasting and dancing—but,
Ignatov assined his readers, they avoided their prolongation into

several days of drinking bouts by some of the guests as was apt

to happen in the past.

The standing commission on agriculture was especially effective.

At least half the deputies drive tractors and combines or operate
other types of machinery; or they are specialists in livestock raising,

dairy farming, or some other branch. They help the sovkhoz make
the best use of its land, utilize the latest scientific farming methods
and technology and fight pests and weeds. The members of the

standing commission work in close contact with the trade union of

agriculture workers, check on the quality of repairs, on the care of

machinery, on the condition of the fields in preparation for the spring

sowing. Sometimes the machinery is not in good condition in the

spring when it is most needed. What is most important is to be
sure all repair work is completed during the winter months, in

good time for plowing and sowing. The Soviet also helped provide 120

extra workers at harvest time, and assisted in insuring good living

and working conditions for them.

The commission on socialist legality and public order works with
five different comradely courts in the area, which handle petty crimes

and prevent bigger ones, and cooperates with dozens of the volunteer

people's militia, the druzhini, who help keep public order and guard
the people's property and "combat uncultured manifestations" (by

this is meant what the Soviets call hooliganism, usually the result

of too much vodka, creating disturbances in public places, and just
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plain acting rude.) In the growing season, the druzhini patrol the

fields and orchards and vegetable plots, guarding them again&t theft.

The Annensky Soviet had established throughout its territory a

system of combined home service shops, where people can have all

their needs attended to—a tailor and dressmaking establishment,

which mends and makes over as well as making new suits and

dresses; a shoe repair shop; a barber and hairdressing establishment,

a section for general household repairs and help. Where distances

are great, there are branches of these service centers within easy

reach of the householders. They are even beginning to establish

laundry and dry cleaning services, formerly unheard of in village areas.

Although they have accomplished a great deal, chairman Ignatov

says he is far from satisfied with the work. There must be constant

prodding to develop the initiative of the deputies and the people.

Nothing can remain just on paper. *'I, myself, as chairman," he writes,

"feel I have to check up personally on all the most important deci-

sions. I have to keep looking around, to see what's been done, what

still remains to be done, talk to the people, to make sure all their needs

are discussed at meetings and followed up. We must demand exact-

ingness in ourselves and others, seek out new reserves both in people

and in our resources, and always at all times draw the local popula-

tion into our work and serve their needs."

Failures Faced Frunhly

THUMBING through this magazine, one gets an extraordinarily

frank picture of the problems, difficulties and shortcomings of

the local Soviets as well as their achievements. Even the most success-

ful acknowledge frankly the areas where they have failed.

The issue for August 1967, has an article entitled "Obstacles on

Our Path" by I. Zukhov, chairman of the Deputies' Group of Moisseyev

village, Tambov Region. Moisseyev, with over 400 households, is

one of the eight population points of the Podgorny village Soviet.

The deputies' group of twelve represents the Podgorny Selsoviet.

This group had difficulty establishing its authority. The author

complains that while it had accomplished quite a lot, local and

higher organizations often failed to take their proposals seriously.

"Perhaps not all of our proposals were useful," Zukhov wrote,

"but still there should have been a more respectful attitude toward

our requests and suggestions. As a pensioner I am able to give full

time to my work as chairman, and it is my job to apply to govern-

ment organizations on various matters. For example, the villagers

wanted 'the Moscow-Kamyshev train to stop at the Moisseyev siding,

only three kilometers away, as it used to do. Now that the trains

do not stop there, the nearest railroad station is over twelve kilometers

away, and you have to transfer, and there is a three hour wait.

'I wrote many appeals on behalf of the villagers about this to

/'^v-

All deputies are required to keep regular visiting hours for constituents.
Supreme Soviet deputy Fyodor Tsanko talks over some personal problems
with pensioners Paval Donch and Dmitri Zozulya at his office back home.

^ the Ministry of Transportation. The Regional Soviet Ispolkom
supported me. But the Ministry paid no attention. They wrote that

everything was satisfactory as it was. Correspondence dragged on
for several years, and that meant that the people in Moisseyev, and
in other nearby villages who were also concerned, gradually lost

confidence in the ability of our deputies' group to accomplish any-

thing. Finally some of our citizens started writing letters to Izvestia,

and only after this public criticism did the Ministry finally take action

and arrange for trains to stop at Moisseyev. We feel that the Ministry,

as an organ of the government, should have acted at once on the ap-

peals of the deputies' group, the local representatives of government,
instead of ignoring them. How can the people be expected to uphold
the authority of local government if higher government organs show
no respect for it?

"Another example. A super-phosphate factory got permission to

build a drainage canal right through the Lenin kolkhoz pasture. This
was done without even notifying the kolkhoz management. There
was no bridge, and the kolkhoz cattle were cut off from the best pas-

ture land. The kolkhoz chairman himself finally got agreement from
the factory to build a bridge, but nothing happened. The next spring

our deputies' group asked the chairman of the district Soviet Ispolkom
to take care of it. The factory director again jjromised to build the

bridge. But the factory administration forgot all about the promise,

and the District Ispolkom failed in its responsibility to insist on it.
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It took a whole year before our deputies' group finally got the factory

to build bridges over the canal and pay the kolkhoz for tlie use of its

land.

"Of course we understand that the deputies cannot expect to walk

along a smooth road and settle everything with the flourish of a pen,"

he concluded, "but it is necessary that they be listened to, that their

authority should be upheld by other government agencies, and then

so much time will not be wasted."

Chairman Sergeyev of the Karabikhsky village Soviet of Yaroslav

Region writes (May 1967) that after a critical review of their work,

they concluded that while they had big plans, too much remained

unfulfilled. The Soviet and its Ispolkom expended their strength too

often on minutiae, rarely consulted the voters, and relied too much

on formal reports at Soviet sessions. So they set about improving

things.

The sixteen cooperative stores in their area had been giving poor

service. The Standing Commission on Trade, which had not been

checking up on their work, organized a thorough investigation of all

the stores to find out what was wrong. They studied the complaint

books each store is required to keep and turned up such facts as cheat-

ing of customers by short weighting on scales adjusted for this purpose

and overcharging laid to "lost" price tags. They found several stores

with cramped premises where disorder reigned, goods were heaped up

on counters, essential stocks lacking for want of storage space. Armed
with the facts and complaints of customers, the standing commission

invited all the store managers to a conference. They decided on what

improvements could be made through their own efforts, and what

help was required from the Soviet. Decided improvements are already

under way.

A. Konev, of Krasnodar, writes (May 1967) that in the Kuban

Region (North Caucasus) there are 358 village Soviets. Of these, 200

have a radius of five to fifteen kilometers. This is a manageable area,

with no. distances from the center being too great. But there are 116

village Soviets with a radius of fifteen to thirty kilometers, and the

remaining 42 have a radius of over 30 kilometers, meaning that a

large part of the population is too far from the center and the work

of the rural Soviets becomes very complicated. He recommended a

territorial reorganization to correct this situation.

Closing the fiap Be<ire<*n Citij and Country

SANDRIANOV, Assistant Chairman of the Council of Ministers

of the Ukraine, and chairman of State Construction of the

Ukrainian Republic, wrote in Soviets of Working People's Deputies

for December 1967 of the special role of the Soviets in village con-

struction work. This is part of the basic program of the Soviet

Party and Gk)vernment for closing the gap between city and country,

and bringing more of the conveniences and amenities and cultural

facilities of the cities to the rural population.

The Soviets are now being given the main role in carrying this out

locally, helping to create their own economic base in collective and

state farms and any local productive enterprises. The Soviets in the

Ukraine are thus assigned a more responsible role than formerly in

the rational planning and construction of the population centers, and

the state is accordingly allocating more funds and bank credit facili-

ties to them.

Andrianov said the amount of construction being done in the

rural areas of the Ukrainian Republic during the jubilee year of

1967 included 538 new schools, 960 clubs and Houses of Culture, 1400

preschool institutions, 1,500 public baths, 300 restaurants, 100 home
service and repair combinats, in addition to extensive building of new
roads, new water and sewage systems, electrification lines and so on.

The Soviets, he said, were working with the district architects in

coordinating the general construction plans for each given area. Stand-

ing commissions had also been drawn closely into this work, calling

on all the local professional skill available, holding town meetings to

report to the population and get their ideas. Andrianov stressed the

necessity of submitting construction plans of collective and state farms

to the rural Soviet to insure greater coordination and lack of duplica-

tion. Here an important consideration always had to be guarding

against using for construction purposes, land best suited to agriculture

through agreement between the enterprise in question and the Soviet.

Andrianov also spoke of the enormous amount of individual con-

struction going on in the Ukrainian villages, amounting to about
100,000 new homes a year. Here too, he suggested that in so far as pos-

sible such building be brought into a general plan. Architects were

helping with designs for attractive individual houses and projects for

whole areas, where ancient houses were being replaced by more mod-
ern and convenient ones, with pleasing colors and designs.

He said it was important for the Soviet deputies to make surveys,

find out where help was needed, who could build on their own funds,

who needed loans, building materials, or other help. It was necessary

to draw up preferential lists of those who were most needy or most
deserving, sucli as invalids of war and labor, widows, single mothers,

leading workers.

A number of collective and state farms had organized special build-

ing brigades to work for the members. He noted that more and more
new dwellings in the countryside had inside plumbing.

While most of his report dealt with progress, he also spoke of

instances of insufficient concern on the part of deputies, some limiting

their acitivities to attending meetings—some not even doing that.

Frequently the Ispolkom was at fault for depending too much on ex-

perienced workers and not involving others.
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7JVetf? Measures to Intprove Rural Itife

A STRIKING example of the constant concern of the Soviet Govern-

ment with the expansion of the democratic rights and function-

ing of the people at the grass roots level has occurred as I have been

completing these notes on the rural Soviets, This concern is demon-

strated in a new decree of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR giving the

rural Soviets new facilities to help solve some of the problems recorded

in the preceding pages, and codifying measures proposed in recent

years to improve the work of the Soviets into the law of the land.

From the reports of rural Soviet officials I have quoted, it appears

that many of the local problems arise from jurisdictional complica-

tions, that is, the lack of authority of the local Soviets in relation to

organizations and enterprises situated on their territory, but under

the authority of some higher organ or government ministry. Other

problems arise because of lack of financial or other needed resources.

All these problems and complaints have been studied by a special

commission set up for the purpose. This commission gathered together

all available material from the press and other sources and asked for

further proposals from the governing bodies at all levels of all the

Union Republics, ministries and government departments, research

ins'titutes, and from as many local Soviet workers who cared to ex-

press their opinions. On the basis of the commission's report and wide

public discussion, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR,

on April 8, 1963, issued a decree, enlarging on previous legislation,

entitled *'On the Fundamental Rights and Duties of the Village and

Township Soviets of Working People's Deputies." II

The decree is intended "to increase still more the role of the village

and township Soviets of the Working People's Deputies in the solu-

tion of the problems of economic and socio-cultural development and

of the improvement of the democratic principles of their activity."

The contents of the decree clearly reflect the process that has been

taking place under the economic reform of 1967 whereby the initiative

and responsibility of local enterprises are greatly extended. It spells

out the fact that while the local Soviets are fully responsible, the va-

rious enterprises and organizations being directly subordinate to them,

they also exercise control over the work "of the collective and state

farms, enterprises of local industry, social services, trade and public

catering, municipal economy, public health, education, communica-

tion and culture, situated on the territory of the Soviet and other

organizations which may be subordinate to some higher body than

the local Soviet but which directly service the population."

The rural Soviets, in the terms of the decree, are empowered to

check on the observance of laws by such organizations, to hear reports

of heads of enterprises and coordinate their activities in servicing the

population. While the rural Soviet may not interfere in the internal
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affairs of such organizations as collective farms, consumers' coopera-
tives and other voluntary organizations of the people except in cases

of law violation, its decisions and orders issued in conformity with its

rights are obligatory.

Whereas formerly the rural Soviets had no authority in the draft-

ing of economic and cultural construction plans, under the new decree
they now participate in both annual and long-term plans of the collec-

tive and state farms and local industry, and also submit their propo-
sals on housing, social and cultural services, amenities and trade. The
decree gives to the local Soviets the right of coordinating and control-

ling all housing and other types of construction, all construction and
repair of motor roads and provision of transport facilities for all dis-

asters and emergencies.

The decree provides that the village or township Soviets have the
final say regarding their own budget and its distribution and the
right to allocate any additional resources acquired or remaining sur-

plus. No higher body can withdraw any capital inves'tments made by
the village or township Soviet. Rural Soviets now not only control the
collection of taxes but may grant reductions of local taxes and the
agricultural tax in case of need, and may release low-income families
from even the minimal payments for children's meals at school and
for after-school care in the prolonged-day schools, arrange grants for

individual housing construction and the like.

The village and township Soviets now have the right to decide on
the allocation of additional plots of land needed for personal use of
collective or state farm members or other workers in their area.

The decree recommends that higher government bodies insure that
a substantial portion of funds appropriated for housing and welfare
construction from proceeds of State industrial enterprises in the given
area be put at the disposal of the village Soviet for the improvement
of their communities, as well as insuring retention of revenues from
services.

The village Soviets now have the right to approve the api>oint-
ment of executives of schools, preschool institutions, extra-curricular

estabHshments and public health and cultural institutions.

The decree provides tliat the term of office of the Chairman, De-
puty Chairman Secretary of the Soviet Ispolkom is to be included

in the work record of the basic profession of the incumbent of each
of these offices. Also new stress is laid on insurance of release of depu-
ties with pay from regular jobs during sessions of the Soviet.

The local Soviets now have full control of provision and distribu-

tion of housing facilities, fuel and light, both for the workers of its

own enterprises and in endorsing housing plans of organizations not

under its direct jurisdiction.

They are responsible for providing and repairing of premises for

all social and cultural institutions and for general supervision over
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work of schools and enforcement of general compulsory education.

A special provision enjoins the participation of rural Soviets, joint-

ly with the trade unions, in the enforcement of labor legislation per-

taining to labor protection in state and collective farms or industrial

enterprises, in the observance of pension laws and other social security

measures, in making special grants to those in need, such as those out-

side of pension coverage, single mothers with many children and

citizens suffering as a result of natural disasters.

Within limitations providing that it can in no case substitute for

the People's Court in matters solely under the latter's jurisdiction, the

village or township Soviets may mete out administrative punishments

in cases of violations of public order, of rules on maintenance of

cleanliness in inhabited localities, of rules for protection of nature and

cultural monuments, for abusing trade in alcoholic drinks, and for

damaging crops in collective and state farms. For this purpose, a spe-

cial administrative committee may be formed attached to the Soviet

Ispolkom in cases of need and with permission of the superior Soviet's

Ispolkom.

iVctr Financial Assistance

IN FURTHER implementation of measures to enhance the rights

and responsibilities of local Soviets, the USSR Council of Ministers

passed a special resolution "On Measures for Enhancing the Material

and Financial Basis of the Rural Soviets." This makes more explicit

the measures indicated above for increasing revenues and for respon-

sibility of rural Soviets for their use. In addition; the resolution pro-

vides for the construction or allocation for the work of all rural So-

viets (in many cases still housed in dilapidated quarters) of adequate

buildings, office equipment and transport.

*^-.

;• >

David Frumhartz ( standing ) ad-

dresses a meetin£; of the trade union

shop committee, to which the work-
ers of the bi^ Rostov farm machinery
factory have elected him.

In the case of both the above-mentioned Supreme Soviet decree

and this supplementary resolution, all-Union Republican Governments

are asked to bring their own local legislation into conformity with

them, with due consideration for special national and local conditions

and needs.

The resolution calls upon the USSR Gostroi (State Construction

Commission) to aid the rural Soviets by providing economically feasi-

ble standard designs for housing, both apartments and individual

homes, and buildings for industrial, agricultural, social or cultural

purposes, taking into account local conditions and available building

materials. It also instructs all-Union and Autonomous Republics, ter-

ritorial and regional government organs to provide for materials for

rural construction needs in their economic development plans.

People's Control Bodies

NO DESCRIPTION of the operation of the Soviets at all levels

could be complete without mention of the system of control bodies

common to the Communist Party and the state, now called the Com-

mittee of People's Control of the USSR (formerly the Committee

of Party and State Control) . This is an organ set up jointly by the Cen-

tral Committee of the Communist Party and the Council of Ministers

and Presidium of the Supreme Soviet. The following description is

taken in the main from "A Background to Political Democracy in the

USSR," by G. Moiseyev and A. Ardatovsky. (Booklet published by

Soviet Embassy, London, February 1965.)

These committees at all levels contain elected representatives (both

Party and non-Party) of local Soviets, Party organizations, the Kom-

somol, the trade unions, the press, the workers, peasants and intellec-

tuals. The basic working staff of the control bodies consists of volun-

teers from all sections of the population. At factories and other indus-

trial enterprises, construction sites, collective and state farms, volun-

teers are elected at meetings of the working people to help the control

committees. Each group contains from 15 to 35 members, with what-

ever sub-groups are necessary.

The main job of this control system is to check on the way Party

and Government decisions are carried out, to eliminate shortcomings

and to protect the interests of the people. The central groups are

called upon to be especially alert in checking up on the way in which

local Soviets are extending their democratic functioning.

The control teams have the task of helping to improve all branches

of the economy and cultural and social life and to prevent any viola-

tions of the law or abuses of authority. To publicize their work, they

are given full access to all information media such as the press, radio,

films and TV, and are required to report regularly on their work to

general meetings of the people, meetings of the Soviets and meetings

of institutions with which they are connected.

S^^^e^Sfe
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They carry out their work mainly by persuasion, and by social cen-

sure of people found by their investigation to be lax in the enforce-

ment of state discipline, and who are responsible for inefficiency and
wastefulness.

More details were given on their work in an interview published
by Novosti Press Agency on January 51, 1968, the 50 th anniversary of
the setting up of these control bodies! The interview, by correspond-
ent Yevgeni Ivanov, was with Pavel Kovanov, Chairman of the USSR
People's Control Committee, who provided the following facts.

The control organization was first set up by a decree of Lenin,
who described its purpose as that of drawing in broad sections of non-
party people to check on all state affairs and to learn the business of
governing themselves, to help perfect the government apparatus, eradi-
cate bureaucracy, insure strict observance of legality and carry out the
will of the people.

The control bodies have gone through various changes in connec-
tion with the needs of the time. Their role was seriously distorted
during the Stalin era, but they have since been reactivated in connec-
tion with the greater stress on extending Soviet democracy.

Today there are more than 7,000 people on the staff of the Peo-
ple's Control bodies throughout the country. And over seven million
volunteers carry on the work of the 900,000 control groups at various
enterprises.

With the introduction of the new economic reform, the role of
the i)eople's controllers in the national economy has increased sub-
stantially. In implementing the government directives for more effi-

cient management, people's control bodies have, in the last two years,
for example, achieved a saving of more than 20 million kwh of elec-

tricity and more than 15 million tons of fuel. Their checkups have
resulted in improving the work of trade and catering establishments,
medical supplies, the work of hospitals, schools, children's establish-
ments and homes for the aged and invalids.

Attention is called to the fact that the activities of the people's con-
trollers go all the way to the top. They inspect the work of Govern-
ment Ministries as well as local enterprises. Thus not long ago the
Ministry of Machine-Tool and Instrument-Making Industry and the
Ministry of the Electrotechnical Industry took measures to improve
the quality of machine-tools and automatic transfer machines which
the people's controllers had found not up to the highest standards.

It should also be understood that the task of the people's control-
lers is not only to ferret out and expose shortcomings, but also to pro-
pose more efficient methods, to help put into operation valuable pro^
posals made by workers and promote scientific organization of labor.
They organize competitions and reviews for this purpose, and utilize

the regular production conferences of trade union workers and man-
agement.

In conclusion, Mr. Kovanov cited a recent instance at the Rostov

Farm Machinery Plant. On the initiative of the People's Control

group of the plant, a public review of better managerial methods was

held, with the support of both trade union and management, in the

course of which more than 10,000 proposals were made by the plant's

workers. As a result 444 people were dropped by the administrative-

managerial staff, and a saving of 630,000 rubles a year effected. The

released engineers and technicians found employment in production

jobs, without reduction in pay.

The important point about the People's Controllers, says Kovanov,

is that they are elected directly by the people to guard the people's

interests. They have the duty among others of checking up on the

work of the Soviets and their democratic functioning. They are the

eyes and the ears of the Soviet people looking after their own interests.

An article in the Soviets of Working People's Deputies (December

12, 1967) by Zaluzhny, Vice President of the Committee of People's

Control, tells of die relation of the People's Control organization to

the local Soviets. First of all, he writes, the organs of People's Control

must be considered as the greatest possible help to the Soviets; they

mutually strengthen and support each other's work. Since it is also

the duty of the Soviet deputies and volunteer workers to check up on

the performance of enterprises, it is essential, he writes, that they

do not duplicate each other's work. While this sometimes happens,

the general and most successful practice is for the organs of People's

Control to coordinate their activities with the local Soviets and their

Standing Commissions. Frequently they carry out their checking up

work jointly, either working in pairs or groups, or dividing up the

territory and exchanging data. In any case, all findings of the people's

controllers on cases of laxity, negligence or wastefulness in any institu-

tion in the area of a given rural Soviet are reported to that Soviet for

action.

Anstvering Citizens^ Cotnplnints

ANOTHER example of the concern of the Soviet Government in

increasing participation of the people in managing government

affairs was a draft decree issued by the Supreme Soviet on April 12,

1968 *'On the procedure for Considering the Proposals, Applications

and Complaints of Citizens," which also has a direct apphcation to

the work of the Soviets.

Letters and complaints to the press, to the Soviets, to all Soviet

institutions, have long been a normal feature of Soviet life. Every

newspaper has a special department dealing with them. It is obliga-

tory that all matters of substance either be looked into by special

members of the newspapers' staff assigned to this, or be turned over

to the appropriate department. Likewise every Soviet, at all levels,

has a special department to deal with complaints of citizens made in
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person or by communication. And every kind of enterprise has its

complaint box or book.

Many evils have been corrected in this way, both in matters that

can be rectified at once and in others which require detailed investiga-

tion. At the same time, many instances of unnecessary delay and red

tape occur, as noted by Izvcstia, commenting on the new decree in its

issue of April 29. The newspaper repeated an item printed a few days
previously which said:

In order to solve the bousing problem of the two families, the Fatarovs
and the Titovs, it would have been necessary only to enter 13 words in an
application form. It was a simple case, easily solved in this manner in the end.
But before this solution was reached, through an outrageous case of red tape,
a person of advanced age had to visit various organizations, day in and day
out, for an extended period.

The new draft decree stresses the importance of giving legislative

force to the democratic rights of Soviet working people to lodge com-
plaints and to have them promptly considered. The decree makes it

obligatory to handle complaints and applications within a definite pe-

riod, to check up on how they are handled. It makes it a legal offense

to hold up action by red tape or bureaucracy. The decree proposes
that such matters be acted on immediately or within two weeks at

most when no special investigation is needed; if further study and
verification are required, the necessary measures must be adopted by
the enterprise or institution at fault within a month.

Izvestia commented, in an editorial on April 26:

Every proposal, every application, every complaint should be the subject
of the most thorough study possible, for the absolute majority of the Soviet
people, apart from exposing shortcomings, also make suggestions on the ways
for eliminating them. They go to their local Soviet bodies and make proposals
on questions of poUtical, economic and cultural life and improvement of legis-

lation. They generously share their experiences and are unwilling to be recon-
ciled with things that interfere with us. . . . This is one of the forms of genuine
participation of the working people in running the state, this is a manifestation
of the high political activity of the Soviet people.

THE SOVIET OF THE VILLAGE
^OVOZHIVOTI^NOYE 0]\ THE DON

by IVAIV KOVALKIX, Xovosti Correspondent

NOVOZHIVOTINNOYE is a large village on the bank of the river

Don, 20 miles or so from the city off Voronenzh. The Regional

Soviet rates it as "average." However, there are some interesting points

in its history. For example, many years ago Lillian Voynich, author of

the famous novel The Gadfly, lived for a time in Novozhivotinnoye.

The lands and the inhabitants of Novozhivotinnoye formerly be-

longed to an old family of the nobility founded in the first half of the

17th century, the Venevitins. The landlord's grand mansion still stands

today: it is now occupied by a secondary school for 436 children. The

former building of this school was completely demolished by the

fascists. A new schoolhouse will soon be built.

Audrey Shingaryov, tsarist Minister of Agriculture, once described

Novozhivotinnoye "as a dying village." He wrote: "According to the

1897 census there are 96 homesteads in Novozhivotinnoye, with a

population of 664. The only bed linen the inhabitants know are

sack-cloth, outer garments, and straw. They have no blankets at all,

while feather pillows are rare possessions. The most common bedding

is straw ... A place where the death rate exceeds the birth rate in

five out of ten years, where the average annual increase of the popu-

lation is 3 per 1,000—such a place is only one step from extinction . . .

In the 1900-1901 school-year the pupils of the school numbered 14

boys and 6 girls. There are only two small shops with a negligible

store of goods and a kopek turnover. . .
."

This was how the ancestors of the contem{X)rary inhabitants of

Novozhivotinnoye lived. All these hardships were observed by Lillian

Voynich when she came to Novozhivotinnoye in 1887 to teach the

children of landlord Venevitinov English and music.

"We are proud of Voynich," the chairman of the Village Soviet

Mitrofan Oznobkin told me, "and we consider her to be practically

a townswoman of ours. In the school museum the children have set

up a special exhibit devoted to her and her books."

We are including this description of a village Soviet, written by a correspond-

ent of Novosti Press Agency, to illustrate the contrast between a typical village of

the USSR today and the situation before the Revolution, and also the resurrection

that took place after the Nazi invasion.
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Oznobkin willingly filled me in on the present situation. Today
the Village Soviet is the legislative body of a community comprising
five villages—950 homesteads united into a single economy, the "Ros-
siya" kolkhoz. The kolkhoz grows grain, sugar beets, and vegetables on
an area of 5,600 hectares (one hectare = 2.47 acres) . It has large live-

stock farms and a poultry "factory," and owns 49 tractors, 30 automo-
biles, and 138 horses.

On the territory covered by the Village Soviet are four schools,

a hospital, a pharmacy, work-shops and repair shops, and four stores

which in 1967 sold goods amounting to 370 thousand rubles, including
160 TV and radio sets and 25 motorcycles.

The 28 Soviet deputies work in five standing commissions dealing
with the following problems: agriculture; public education, culture
and health services; communal amenities and road construction; bud-
get, sales, purchases; socialist legality and protection of law and order.

The chairman told me that housing, the basic problem of the

village, has been solved. The Village Soviet and its standing com-
mission on communal amenities and road construction played an im-
portant role in this.

During World War II the fascists bombed Novozhivotinnoye re-

peatedly, and fired guns and mortars at it. They never captured it,

but the damage was very great. After the Soviet armed forces ousted
the enemy from the banks of the Don the inhabitants gradually began
returning to their village. The houses that had remained standing
were repaired. Others lived in shanties and dugouts.

The village began to come back to life. The kolkhoz was gradually
restored. But even in 1958, when the villagers had already reestab-

lished their home farms, Novozhivotinnoye was still a dreary-looking
place, since every homesteader built haphazardly, with no general
plan, using any building materials at hand.

On the initiative of the Village Soviet a general meeting was
called in 1958. There was only one question on the agenda: "The
radical reconstruction of our community." The secretary of the Village
Soviet, forty-year old Yellizaveta Fomina, recalled for me:

"The Chairman addressed the meeting. He said that of course
nobody denied that it would be better to live in a more civilized

manner amidst beautiful surroundings, and therefore we must rebuild
Novozhivotinnoye. He said that today most of us could afford this,

and the state will extend long-term loans to any one who could not.
He went on to explain that it was impossible for all of us to build
simultaneously, and that therefore the standing commission of the
Village Soviet, together with the village activists, had investigated all

the homes of the farms members, and had decided that the first new
houses should be built for families living in rickety structures, or for

large families occupying small quarters.

"When the Chairman put the question to a vote a forest of hands
,
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was raised in favor of building. We had planned on the construction

of 40 to 50 new houses a year, but we built as many as 60, and so

within five or six years more than 300 new houses were built. At pre-

sent there are six streets in our village. We have laid out a park on a

five hectare area. The inhabitants have planted their own orchards."

Only a dirt road led from Novozhivotinnoye to the asphalted

Voronezh highway. In rainy weather it turned into oozy mud. The

distance was a mere four kilometers, but the road because impassable.

The Village Soviet received many complaints. The voters demanded

that a road be built from the village to the highway, and that a regular

bus-line service be set up. The road question was discussed many

times at the sittings of the executive committee and the sessions of the

Soviet. Finally, a good road was laid down from the village to the

highway; now regular buses run between the village and Voronezh

four times a day.

Here are several excerpts from the book of records of the village

Soviet: "On additional landscaping in a new street of Novozhivotin-

noye. On laying out flower-beds in front of the postoHice, department

store, foodshop, club, and district hospital."

"On the readiness of the combines, harvesters, tractors, and motor-

cars for the harvesting season."

"On fulfillment of quotas for State purchases of livestock produce

from the population during the first half of the year."

A person moves to Novozhivotinnoye for permanent residence.

He has to build a house; for this he needs a piece of land. Here, for

example, is an excerpt from the minutes of sitting No. 11, held on

June 30, 1967: "Examination of application filed by citizen Nikolay

Konoshenko, who wants to build a house. Decision: Konoshenko is

granted permission to build a new house on the land between the

houses belonging to Alexey Korablin and the two-storeyed building of

the Selkhoztechnika."

"On the activities of the parent's committee of the secondary

school."

"On organization of recreation for schoolchildren during their

summer vacation."

"On elimination of explosives from the territory of the Village

Soviet." This decision was taken after two l)oys ( anu' lo ihc Soviet

and reported that they had discovered a cache <>l explosives and (lure

caches of projectiles and mines left by ihc Nazis 24 years ago. Thr

Ispolkom immediately got in loudi wilh ihe nearesl inilii.iiy iimi.

In the last clause of its decision ilu* excdiiive leiorded: "Kamilies ol

farm members residing near (he (lis<()vere(l iiiiiiiilifMi (adies aie i<» Ix*

moved to a safe place for the (hnation (»r llie soldiets* woik." The pK*

jectiles and explosives were removed atul <l(*loii.iled.

Spring arrived. The snow began to ihaw oul i ;i|>idly. Ihe Ispttlhoiti

of the Village Soviet planned a meeting tlevoied in die saniiary slate
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o£ the communities under its jurisdiction. This meeting was prepared

by the standing commission for pubHc education, cuhure, and health

services. The commission invited deputies of the Village Soviet, doc-

tors from the local hospital, and activists in general to attend the

meeting. People were assigned to inspect all the communities. After-

wards the commission summed up the data obtained and forwarded

the material to the Ispolkorn. At its meeting the executive heard the

reports of the head doctor of the hospital, the doctor's sanitary assist-

ant, and the Chairman of the standing commission.

"We are too liberal with violators of the sanitary rules in the

village commimities," said deputy Maria Fyodorova, section-leader of

the kolkhoza Rossiya." "How much longer shall we tolerate the

messes in the yards of the consumers' cooperative and around the

warehouse of the foodshop? It is time we learned to respect the deci-

sions of the Ispolkorn. The management of the cooperative miust be

severely reprimanded."

Many of those present at the meeting criticized the individuals

whose faidt it was that the streets, farms, warehouses, or private yards

were cluttered up and filthy. The Ispolkorn adopted a resolution re-

quiring the private individuals or organizations who were at fault,

to put an end to the unsanitary conditions within one week. The de-

puties and other responsible persons were charged with checking up
on the results. Everything was cleaned up in short order.

Maria Yakovleva is forty years old. She is tall and slender, wears
a short sheepskin coat, "valenki" (felt boots), and an angora shawl.

Her open face is roughened by the wind, and her blue eyes look cheer-

fully at the person she is talking with. Maria's husband, Dmitri, is a

member of the building team of the Rossiya collective farm. Her aged
mother and two sons, Volodya and Alex^mder, live with them.

It is neat and cozy in their home, a samovar hums busily.

Maria speaks of her production work. She heads a section, the nine
members of which cultivate and harvest 13 hectares of sugar beets.

"We have no complaints about earnings," says Maria in conclusion.

"We are a well-matched team in regard to work. But we often have
arguments and troubles, frequently having nothing to do with our
work: family trouble and all other kinds of petty things. The mem-
bers of my section usually say to me: 'You aren't only our section-

head, you're our deputy, too. So go ahead and do something about the

matter!' As a deputy of the Soviet I am on the shop committee, and
now I have been assigned the job of auditing the papers of the collec-

;

tive farm for 1967."
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